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2. 

1. INlRODUCTION 

Until the mid sEl/enties there was very little disagreement conceming the 

appropriateness of Nash equilibria as a solution concept for noncooperative games. 

To a large axtent it was beJieved that for an arbitrary gama ali Nash equilibria were 

reasonable outcomes and tha1 any non-Nash set of actions were unreasonable. 

loday the situatlon is very differant. A literature has developad that deals with 

refinements of Nash and different gama theorists beliave in different refinements. 

Also. there are those tha:t hold that non-Nash actions may be perfectly reasonable. In 

order to help to clarify thE1 iSSU9S involved in arguing for refinement or relaxatlon of the 

Nash equilibrium concept ono is lead to an investigation of the logical basis for 

solution concepts in general. Wa 5tart with the idea that a solution concept should be 

based on assumptians regarding Bayesian rationality. what is known. what is common 

knowledge. and behavioural norms. 

lhe aim of this essay is to provide foundations for different noncooperative 

solution concepts. To iIIustrate the palnt that the knowledga and common knowledge 

of certain characteristics of the players plays a central rôle In the choice of the solution 

concept. 1st us imagine that you are going to play a given blmatrix game with two 

alternative players. The payoffs of the gama are in doUar terms. The first player is an 

intelligent acquaintance of yours. whom you know very well. lhe second player is a 



stranger. She comes trom the Himalaya. and tha only relevant information vou know 

about her is that she was taught the mean!ng of a bimatrix game (the rules of the 

game) and what a dollar can buy. For the bake of argumento let us say that: (i) there is 

a unique pure strategy Nash equilibrium. which gives Vou a thousand dollars; (ii) your 

security levei is nine hundred dollars; and (iH) if the other player does not play his/her 

part ofthe Nash equilib!lum you get at most tive hundred dollars. How should Vou play 

against the two different opponents? It seems clear to me that everyone who is faced 

with this situation is much more likely to follow the Nash strategy when facing the 

acquaintance, than when facing the stranger. Thus a weil defined game may be 

played in different ways by the same person. This fact indicates that. in the 

specification of a gama. some additional information about the background of the 

players is essentiA.! for the solution of this game. By explicitly modelling knowledge 

and common knowledge Df different attributes, for example. of Bayesian rationality, one 

obtains which solution concept is suitable for each situation considered. 

In order to get started ona has to understand formally the notion of common 

knowledge. Suppose that there are n players. One says that a statemant is common 

knowledge if averyone knows it, everyone knows everyone knows it ..... everyone 

knows (everyone knows)rn-1 it. and so on, for ali m. Two ways of formalising the notion 

of common knowledge have been considered. One is given by Aumann(1976). and 

the other ona is based on the idea of an infinite hierarchy of beliefs (Armbruster and 

90ge(1979). Boge and Eisela(1979). Mertens and Zamir(1985»1. Aumann defines the 

notion of an avent being common knowledge; however. the definition requires that we 
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undarstand what it means for the structure of tha uncertainty in a game to ba common 

knowledga. In other words, a serious shortcoming of Aumann's formalisation is that it 

is salf-raferential. Section two begins by observing that the sacond definition of 

common knowladge overcomas this difficulty; that is, tha sacond dafinition of common 

knowledge is not self-referential. When one assumas that the structure of uncertainty 

is common knowledge in tha sensa of that definition, an avent is common knowledge 

in the sansa of Aumann if and only if it is common knowladga in tha sensa of tha 

sacond dafinition. Thus, Aumann's definition can be embedded in the more general 

framawork. 

Saction thrae begins with a discussion of gamas and solution concepts. 

Barnhaim(1984) and Pearca(1984) show that common knowladge of rationality is not 

enough to justify Nash behaviour. They introduca a noncooperativa solution concept 

which is darived trom tha hypothesis that Bayesian rationality is common knowledge. 

They call their solution concapt rationalisable strategic behaviour. Tha paint I wish to 

emphasise is that Barnhaim and Paarce deriva their solution concept for games from 

assumptions about the behaviour of the players. One can quite genarally approach 

the analysis of solution concapts in the sama mannar. Which are the implicit 

behavioural assumptions behind a given solution concept? From a Bayesian point of 

viaw, the dacision of eacl1 player in a game is detarminad by this playar's beliafs about 

tha actions of other players. But, i1, in thair turn, othar playars' baliafs about othar 

playars' actions affact thair own actions, then it must ba that the beliefs one player has 

about the beliefs 01 othar players also affect the decision of this player in the game. If 
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we carry this argument further, we see that the action taken by a player is determined 

by his infinita hierarchy of beliefs aOOut actions of other players. The space of these 

infinite hierarchias of beliels is the appropriate space for the study of behavioural 

assumptions about the players. Saction three deals with this maUer in detail, and 

poses fonnally the relationship between solution concepts and behavloural 

assumptions ímplicit in tham. 

As an iIIustration of this formalism, saction four, takan from Tan and 

Werlang(1984), discusses tha solution concept given by rationalisable strategic 

behavíour2. The main behavioural assumptivn to be consldered ls that of common 

knowledge of Bayesian rationality. Bomheim(1984) and Paarce(1984) argue that 

common knowledge of Bayesian rationality implies the choice of a rationalisable 

action. They also aigue the conversa: any rationalisable action can be chosan by 

playars for whom Bayesian rationality is common knowledge. Although the proof of 

this result corrasponds direct!y to tha íntuitíon when the action spaces of the players is 

finita, soma subtle maasurability issuas arisa for infinita action spaces. 

Tha fi1th section daals with Nash aqullibrium bahaviour. It starts by formally 

stating a justification for Nash behaviour which 15 closaly related to the classical one. 

This allows ona to see how strongly coordinated the players have to ba. Not only 

rationality should be taken as common knowladge, but also tha actions to be chosan. 

This allows ona to saa how strongly coordinatad tha playars have to 00. Whan ona 

ralaxas this hypothesis slightly, averything breaks down. Another bahavioural 

assumption is studied: that aach player "knows" tha othar playars. Whan tha game has 

L-________________________ ~ __ _ 
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two players, Armbruster and 80ga(1979) proved that this yialds Nash equilibrium 

beliafs. We give an example that this is not enough for Nash equilibrium baliefs in the 

case of three (and consequantly more than two) players. Than, we provlde theorems 

that generalise the results which justify Nash behaviour. Finally, we point out how our 

analysis can be modified so that we can obtain Aumann's rasult on the foundations for 

correlatad equillbrium (Aumann(1985)). 



í. 

2. COMMON KNOWLEDGE 

2.1 Aumann's Definition of Common Knowledge 

To begin one must understand formally the notion of common knowledge. 

Suppose that there are n playars. One says that a statement is common knowledge if 

everyone knows it, everyone knows evaryone knows it •...• everyone knows (avaryone 

knows}m-1 it. and so on, for ali m. Two ways of formalising the notion of common 

knowledge hava baen considerado Ona is givan by Aumann{1976), and tha other one 

is based on the idea of an infinita hierarchy of beliefs (Armbrustar and BOga(1979), 

BOge and Eisele(1979). Mertans and Zamir(1985)). Aumann defines the notion of an 

event baing common knowledge; howavar, the definition requiras that wa undarstand 

what it means for the structuro of the uncertainty in a game to be common knowledge. 

In othar words. a sarious shortcomíng of Aumann's formalisation is that it is 

self-refarential. We bagin by presenting Aumann's moda!. Than we provida the reader 

wlth the mathematical background necessary for dealing with infinita hierarchies of 

beliefs. We give the second definition ot common knowledge. which is based on the 

formalism of the infinite hierarchies of beliefs. We procaad to show that the sacond 

definition of common knowledge overcomes the self-rafarentiality of Aumann's 

definition : whan one assumes that the structure of uncer'tainty is common knowledga 

in tha sanse of the second dafinition, an event is common knowledge in tha sense of 
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Aumann if and only 11 it is common knowledge in the sansa of the second definition. 

Aumann(1976) has a model of know!edge very similar to Kripke(1963). First, 

we describe the basic ingradients of the model3 ; 

(i) n: ~ ~:::)t cf states of nature. Kripke caHed it the set of possible worlds; 

(ii) L: a cr-algebm of the set O. The elaments of 1: are called events. 

When there is a topological structure one considers it to be the Sorel 

O'-algebra. When n is finite cne takes it to mean p (O) , the power set 

010; 

(íii) (flj)ie N : an n-tuple of sub-O'-algebras of ~, where n=#N, and N is the 

sat of agents. Each ITj rapresents the information structure 

of agent i ~ whenever co E n is the real state of nature, ar the real 

world, agent i is told ali the sets of ni which contain ro, 

2,1.1 Example : lat Q,--,P ,2,3A,5}, L =[.)(0), fI1=cr( {{1},{2,3},{4},{5}} ), 

f12=cr( {{1 ,2},{3,4}.{S}} ). The symbal o(X) means the smallest cr-algebra whích 

contains X, When the set n is fl.ni1e. every cr-algebra can be generated by partitions of 

O, by taking unions of sets in the partition and adding the nul! set. Sometimes ane 

takes fi; by the underlying partitions, Thus suppose the real state of nature is 0>=2. 
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The smallest event agent 1 ís told is {2,3}. Agent 2, slmilarly, is told that the event {1,2} 

occurred. 

Let Pj{X] be the "smallest" sat of t~:e a-algebra ni which contains X E 1:. 

If n is finita. Pj[X] is always well definad. If n is infinita, and endowad with a topology 

which makas it compact and metric (for most appllcations one has to requlre It to be 

complete toa), and 1: is the Borel o-algebra generated by this topology, one defines 

Pj[X] as the intersectlon of ali sets which are elements of ni and contain X. In general 

this set may lie out of ni' To avoid this,we further require the nj's to be countably 

generated (see VVilliams(1979, 11-68)). Then Pi[XJ is also well defined . 

The fact about this structure which wiil interest us the most is : once Cl} E n 

has occurred, each agent knows Pj[{m}] has occurred. Aumann's definition of common 

knowledge hinges on this interpretation. 

2.1.2 Defin;tion : Lat n:: n 1 nI12(J.··r.I1n (11 is the intersection of the 

sub-o-algebras I1i ' also called the "meet"). Suppose the true state of nature is 

co E n. An event A E L is said to be common knowledge at (Q if 3 B E n , 

co E B and A::> B. 
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-/.1.3 Examplo : In the previous example (2.1.1) let us see whether the sets 

A1 = {1 ,2,3} and A2 = {1 ,2,3,4} are common knowledge at (.0::2 (the true state 

of nature). By computi"',g n~, fi1í'1I12 = 0'( {{1.2,3,4},{5}} ), and applying the 

definition abova, it 15 easy to check that A2 is common knowledge at 0>=2, whereas 

A1 is nof. However, if (0=2 both agants know that the event A1 occurred. In fact, 

given the real state of the world is m=2, agent 1 observes {2,3}, and A1 :::> {2,3}. 

Similarly, agent 2 observes {1,2}, and A1 :::> {1 ,2}. Furthermore, agent 2 knows that 

agent 1 knows Ai' :11 fact, agent 2 observes {1,2}. Hence he knows the state of nature 

::;. either ú>=1 or Cú'=2. As agent 2 knows that agent 1 conditions his priors on 111, agent 

2 knows that agent 1 observed sither {1} or {2,3}. Sut A1 :::> {1 }u{2,3}, so that it 

follows that agent 'I Kf';OWS A1. The same is not true of agent 1. Agent 1 cannot 

know for sure whether agent 2 knows Al' This because agent 1 observes 

~2 ,3}. Thus he deduces the true state of nature is either 0>=2 or 0>=3. 11 it were 

ú>=2, then knowing TI2' agent 1 would know that {1 ,2} was seen by agent 2, and 

tnan ha would be sura agent 2 knew A1' because A1 :J {1.2}. However, if 



the true state were 3, and knowing n2. agent 1 would know that {3,4} was 

observed by agent 2. Therefore agent 1, in this case, would not be sure whether 

or not agent 2 knew A1 ={1 ,2.3}, since it is not true that {3,4} is contained in A1' 

In the example above it is possible to grasp the intuition behind 2.1 .2 : 

in order to reason that agent 2 knows agent 1 knows A, it Is necessary to assume 

that agent 2 knows agent 1 conditions his beliafs on n,. That is to say : it is 

necessary to assume that agent 2 knows n,. This is a general fact : Aumann's 

definition of common knowledge jmplicitly assumes that the sub-q-algebrª~ 

(ni)ie N are common knowledge themselves. Aumann himself recognises the 

problem in the text of his 1976 article: 

11. 

"Worthy of note is the implicit assumption that the information partitions P 1 

and P2 are themselves common knowledge." (Aumann(1976), p. 1237) 

The self-referentiality of his definition makes it difficult to apply. In a situation 

where common knowledge has to be defined, one must exactly know the information 

sub-o-algebras nj'S which are common knowledge a priori. For the problems we are 

going to be dealing with, namely applications to game theory. it becomes difficult to 

specify the space n as well as the nj's. For example, suppose one wants to formalise 

the fact that Bayesian rationality is common knowledge. In this case the space Q has 



to be the space of ntypes" of players, and the event has to be the set of "types" of 

players which are Bayesian rational. Add to that the fact that the information 
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sUb-O'-algebras have to be chosen toa. As one can see, this is not an easy task. In 

subsection 2.3 tha second definition 01 common knowledge, which is based on the 

infinite hierarchies of beJiefs, is provided. This definition simultaneously turns the 

concept of common knowledge into a more usefuf tool and solves the self-referentialíty 

mentioned above. As an application of the framework which will be developed, section 

tour shows how one can use this second definition of common knowledge to define 

common knowledge of Bayesian rationality. The next subsection contains the 

mathematical facts neaded later in the texto 

2.2 Mathematics of Infinite Recursion of Beliefs 

This section is a1med at giving the basic results on infinita recursions of 

baliafs (also callad hiararchies of baliefs) • the essential mathematical tool needed in 

the texto Let S be a compact metric space. From now on we will concentrate only on 

this case: alI our spaces are compact and metric. This topology shall, furthermore, 

reflect the economic situation to be analysed. For example, Milgrom and Weber(1979) 

derive topologies which are relevant for games with incompleta information. Define 

the set of probability measures over S endowed with th~ Borel O'-algebra, as .6.(8). A 

natural topology over this set is the weak convergence of measures esee 
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Billingsley(1968) and Hildenbrand(1974»). The main result ls : 

2.2.1 Ih9o[9m S compact and metrlc with lhe Borel a-aJgebra If Â(S) denotes lhe 

set of probability me~sures on 8, and Is endowed wlth the topology of the weak 

convergence of measures, then Â(S) Is compact and metrlc. 

Ihis theorem follows 1rom Blllingsley (1968, pp. 238-240, Theorems 5 and 6). 

lhe formal framework to be developed appeared bafore in Armbruster 

and BOge(1979), BOge and Eisele(1979), Mertens and Zamlr(1985) and 

Myerson(1983). 

Let the the set of possible states of nature, as percelved by agent i, be 

represented by a compact and metric set 801 . In sectlon 2, slnce we are Interested in 

analysing common knowledge of events, we have Sol • Q for ali I. In sectfons 3,4 and 

5, since we are interested In games of complete informatlon, SOl = A-i. In other 

problems the correct speci1ication of these spaces Is fundamental. 

Given these sets of states of nature, agent lhas subJectlve beliefs about lhe 

occurrence of a state in SOl. This subjectlve bellef is the first arder bellef, 

s1 i e Â(SQj). Set 81 i = Â(SOI). lhe second arder bellefs will be beliefs about beliefs 

of other agents. However, It is also possibJe to conslder the possibllity of these being 

correlated with agent j's bellefs about the states of nature he percelves. 



Therefore s2i e á(SOi x nk~S1k) = S2i' Inductively, we define the m-th order 

beliefs of agent i as smi E á(SOi x nk;!jSm-1,k) = Smi . 

Notic13 that we could have modelled Smi to include correlation among 

ali the previous layers of beliefs. This is the approach followed by Mertens and 

Zamir(1985, p. 7, Th. 2.9 ), but given the consistency requirements they have (as we do 

below), thelr framework is equivalent to the one we use here. 

Observe that an arbitl"ary m-th order bellef contalns Information about 

ali beliefs of order less than m. An obvious requirement that should hold Is that 

the first order bailei of agent i should be the marginal of his second order belief 

on his basic uncertainty space. Given a probabillty distribution a E á(C x o ). one 

defines the marginal of a 011 C, and writes margc[Q], as the following probabitity 

defined over C : given any measurable X contained in C. margC[Q](X) = Q( X x O}. 

We will construct a way of determining the lower order beliefs, given a belief of a 

certain order. This is the approach of Myerson(1983, 1984). We Include Myerson's 

proof for completeness. Let us Impose on an agentes beliefs the mjnjmal consjstency 

ragujrement: that if it is possible to evaluate the probability of an avent through his 

m-th order beliefs and through his p-th order beliefs. with m;! p. then both 

probability assessments agree. Define inductively the functions which will recover the 

(m-1 Fth order bellefs, given the m-th order betief, by : 
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(i) for m ~ 2, 'li m-1,i: Smi -+ Sm-1,i ; 

(ii) If m = 2 , 'li 1 i ( s2i )( E ) =: s2i( E x nk~s1 k) \f E contained In SOi' As was 

said before, the first order beliefs are simply the marginal of the second: 

(iH) il m ~ 3 t by induction on m we assume ('P m-2,k )ke N defined, and : 

for ali E contained in SOi x nk~Sm-2,k' 'Pm-1,1 (smi )( E) == 

= smi({ (sOi ' (sm-1 ,k)~I) e SC'i x nk;f:iSm-1 ,k I (SOí' ('P m-2,k (Sm-1,k»k;f:i ) e E} ) . 

We then hOIJe : 

2.2,2 Proposttjoo Suppose ali agents are aware that each of them satisfy the minimum 

consistency mquirement. Then \fi, \fm ~ 2 : 'li m-1,i ( smi ) = Sm-1,i . 

frggf The prool gor:!.·~ ;)y induction. For m == 2. let E be contained in SOi' 

Then the event E (event = measurable set) is evaluated by s1 i as s1 ICE) . 

However E Is the sarne as E x nk~s1 k evaluated by s21' Therefore, by the 

s1 i = '111 i ( s2i ). Agents also know that s1 k = '1'1 k ( s2k ), because other agents 

are also consistent. The first step of the induction process is provado Let us assume 

it is true for ~. We will prove It is true for m+ 1 . If it Is true for m, we know that 
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Vk e N (N = {1 t ••• ,n}) : 'Pm-1 ,k (smk) = sm-1 ,k' Given the event E contained 

* in SOi x nk;ejSm-1 ,k, define E contained in Soi x nk~iSmk by: 

By the Induction hypothesis we have that 

* Therefore E and E are the same events (same In the sense used bafore: one 

is trua if and only if the other is). Hence by the minimum consistency requirement 

* * sml( E ) = sm+1 ,i( E ). 8ut 'P mí (sm+1 ,i )( E ) = sm+1 ,i( E ) t so that the rasult 

follows. 

Given the proposition above, wé will restrict ourselves to beliefs which 

satisfy the minimum consistency requirement. The set of ali possible beliefs 

becomes, then : 

Si = { ( s1 i · s21' •.. ) e n~1 Smi I 'Im: 'I' mk ( sm+ 1 ,k ) = smk } . 

The proposition balow is proved in Armbruster and 80ge(1979, p. 19, Th. 4.2 ), 80ge 

and Eisele(1979. p. 196, Th. 1 ), and Mertens and Zamir(1985, p. 7, Th. 2.9 ). 

2.2.3 propos;tjon Si is compact and metric, in the topology induced by the product 
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topology. 

The proposition above just says that the space of characteristics of the 

agents is tractable. The proof of the proposition Is simple. One has only to show that 

the functions 'i' are continuous. 

Notice that one can look at the space of beliefs which are conslstent 

and are of levei up to m. By 2.2.2 the lowar order bellefs are entirely determlned 

by the highest order one. Then this is the sarne as the space Smi' Moreover. 

there is an Immediate way of racovering the lowest order bellefs : just apply 

successively the functions '1'. The most Important result of thls sectlon states this 

for the case where w& consider the whole stream of beliefs. The result Is proved in 

Armbruster and BOge( 1979, p. 19, Th. 4.2 ). 80ge and Eisele(1979. p. 196, Th. 1 ). 

Mertens and Zamir(1985, p. 7. Th. 2.9) and Brandenburger and Dekel(1985b, p. 10, 

Th. 3.2). The tirst proof of this result seems to have appeared in BOge(1974). 

2.2.4 Theorem 'Vi thore exists ~i : Si -+ ó( SOi x nj~Sj ). whlch is a 

homeomorphism. Throughout the essay we are going to be referring to the 

homeomorphlsm shown in the proof below. 

Sketch of the peoof (essentlally taken from Brandenburger and Dekel(1985b» Let 

Vi = nm~1 Smi' Then Vi:::> Si = { (smi)m~1 I Vm~1: sml- 'i' mi (sm+ 1,1)}' Suppose 
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Si = ( s1 i ' s21, ... ) e Si' We will construd ~i(SI)' SOl x Ilj~Yj z: SOl x Ilj,;:! (Ilm~1 Smj) 

= SOi x Ilm~1 (Ilj~Smj), by exchanglng the order of the cartesian produd. First we will 

exhibit ~i(Si) as a probablllty measure in SOi x Il~Yj' Then we will prove that the 

support of ~(sl) is contained In SOl x Ilj~Sj' To construd thls measure one Invokes 

Kolmogorov's extension theoram (see Dellacherie and Meyer(1978, p. 68,111.51-52)). 

To construd a probability In a countably infinite prodUd of spacas, It Is neC9ssary and 

sufficient to glve ali the finite dimensional marginais, provlded these marginais are not 

contradidory. Furthermore, this probability is uniquely determined by thase marginais. 

Given k, let qk denote a probabillty defined on SOi x TI 1 ~m~kmj~Smj)' For k=O , lat 

~ - s1 i· For k+ 1 ~1 , we define qk+ 1 e A( SOl x Il 1 smsk+ 1 (Ilj_ISmj) ) In the sets 

which ara of the form EOí x E1 ,_I x ... x Ek,-i x Ek+1,-i ' where EOi is an event in SOi ' 

E1,-i is an avent in Ilj~S1j I and in general, Em,-I Is an event In Ilj_iSmj' Thls is 

enough to define the probability qk+1' The functions 'l'mi ' whlch are glven above, 

will be used. qk+1( EOi x E1 ,-i x ... x Ek,-i x Ek+1 ,-I) z: 

sk+2,i ( { (sOi ' (sk+ 1 ,j)j~) e EOi x Ek+ 1 ,-i I (sOi' ('I'kj (sk+ 1 ,j))j~ ) e EOi x Ek,-i ' 

(sOi' ('Pk-1,j O '!'kj (Sk+1,j»j~ ) e EOI x Ek-1 ,_I. and, successively, 
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(sai I (" 1j o ... o "k-1 ,j o "kj (Sk+1,j»j~ ) E EOi x E1 ,-i} ). By the minimum 

consistency requirement qk is the marginal of qk+ 1 on the first k coordinates. By 

Kolmogorov's theorem there exists a unique probability, which we call Cl»i(Sj), on the 

space Sai x IIm~1 (nj~Smj) whose marginais are given by the qk' We now have to 

show that the support of 4»i(si) is in Sai x llj:#jSj' Let (skj I sk+ 1,j) be in the support 

of Cl»j(Sj} in Skj x Sk+ 1,j' We will show that Skj = 'Pkj (sk+ 1,j)' By the construction of 

q,j(si) I we have (~kj I sk+ 1,j) in the support of qk+ l' Define Bkm to be the closed bati 

of radius 11m around Skj' Analogously I let Bk+ 1,m be the closed ball of radius 11m 

around sk+ 1 ,j' As (skj I sk+ 1.j) Is in the support of qk+ 1 I this means that for every 

m~1 the joint probability of (Skj , Sk+ 1 fj) E Bkm x Bk+ 1,m is greatar than zero. Thus, b\ 

tha dafinition of qk' "kj (Bk+1,m) () Bkm is nonempty for ali ~1. These sets are 

also compact (because \}Ikj is continuous), so that the intersection over ali m is 

nonempty. But by the definition of Bkm only one point could be in this infinita 

intersection : Skj' In the same manner the infinite inters~ion of "kj (Bk+ 1,m) for ali 

m~1 can consist only of 'l'kj (sk+ 1,j)' Thus, Skj = "kj (sk+ 1 ,j) • and the support of 
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<1>i(si) is in the space SOi x n~iSj. Therefore the function ~j can be viewed as 

<1>j : Si ~ 6( SOi x nj~iSj ). To check that Cl>j is a bijection between these tv/o spaces, 

suppose we are given a probability q on the space SOi x nj~Sj. The point 

Si = ( s1 i • s2i •... ) E Si such that q == ~i(si). car. be obtained simply by takirg 

marginais on SQj. SOi x nj~Slj , ...• SOi x nj~iSkj •... , for ali ~1. The sequence 

( sl i ' s2i, ... ) thus obtained satisfies the minimum consistency requirement, because 

the probability q has its support on SOi x rrj~Sj. Finally, wa have to check that Cl)i is 

a homeomorphism. Howaver, by 2.2.3 Si is compact and metric. Thus, by 2.2.1 so i~ 

ô( SOi x fIj;tjSj). Therefore it Is enough to prove that either <1>; or [<1>;r1 Is continuous. 

Tha continuity of [~r 1 Is easily checked, because It Is composed of marginaIs, and 

these are continuous (in the weak topologles, as we have in the spaces here). 

Another way to view this result is by noting that any infinite stream of beliefs 

can be seen as a belief about the realisation of agent i's uncertaint~' and the 

characteristics of the other agents. One may interpret si as the agent himself/herself : 
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it is a "psychology", or "type", of agant i. The Sj's are also known as "psychology 

spaces", or as "type spaces". 

2.3 Infinite Recursion (;f 3eHefs and Common Knowledge 

In this subsection the formalism of infinite recurslon of beliefs, darived above, 

is used to provide a definition of common knowledga which directly corrasponds 

to the statement : "agent i knows other agents know ... other agents know ... etc. that 

the event A has occurredlt
• 

The set of states of natura as perceivad by each agent will be the same for 

everyona. As in subsection 2.1, it Is íl. One supposes it has the same mathematical 

structure as before. Using tha terminology of last saction, one says tha first order 

beliefs of agsnt i are s1 jEA(íl). This refers to his beliefs about the state of nature: a 

probability distribution ovar the possible states. Call this set of beliefs S1 i. The second 

arder batiefs are PO!nt~ s2iE 6( O x nk~s1 k ),whare nk~i indicates tha Cartesian 

product over ali indices k ~ i. Inductively an m-th order belief, smi ' is a belief on 

n x I1k;t4Sm-1,k' Formally one has : smiE A{ íl x nk~Sm-1 ,k)' Agent i'S 

"psychology" (or "type") is sllmmarisad by his infinite recursion of beliefs, 
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(smi)m~1 e nm~1 Smi· As above one imposes the minimum consistency requiremen:: 

whenever there is an event whose probability can be evaluated by his m-th order belief 

as well as his p-th order belief, then the probability assessment given by both orders of 

beliefs must coincide. For example, this implies that his first order belief must be the 

marginal of his s9cond ordar belief on n : s1 i ::: margn(s2i)' Hence agenti's 

psychology is characterised by a point si in the set : 

Si = { (smi)m~1 : the beliefs satisfy the minimum consistency requirement } . 

By Theorem 2.2.4, this set of psychologies has a very important 

property : any si in it can be viewed as a joint distribution on the occurrence 

of nature and on the other agents' psychologies. in formal terms, there is a 

homeomorphism Cllj : Si -4 .1( n x nk~isk ) . Moreover, this homeomorphism has 

very attractive properties. In fact there is a canonical way of deriving it, and in 

particular one has margn[<f>j(Sj)] == 51 i. The interpretation given to 

supp margsk [Cl>j(sjB (where the word supp stands for the support of the probability) is 

in the heart of the defmition discussed below. It is the set of psychologies 

of the k-th agent which agent i considers possible. In other words, it is the set 

of k-th agents which are possible in the eyes 01 agent i . 

Let Rx be a subset of Sk for ali ke N. Suppose one wants to formalise the 
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statement : "agent i knows that agent k is in Rk"' Making use of the interpretation given 

to CPi(si). one has to say : every sk whieh. in the eyes of agent i. could possibly be true. 

satisfies sk e Rk' Formally this means : for any k~i. for any sk e supp margsk [Cl>i(Sj)] , 

one has sk e Rk' By extending this idea further. so that one ean formalise longer 

sentences where the verb "know" appears many times. one has : 

2.3.1 Defin;tjon Given si E Si • and (Rk)ke N • one says that In the eyes of agent i the 

.am..(Rk)ke N are common knowledge if Si e nm~l Rmi • where Rmi is ínductively 

dafined by: 

Vi : R1i is defined to be Ri ; 

Sometimes it is convenient to eonsider eommon knowledge from the 

point of view of ali agents : 

2,3,2 pefjnjtjon (Rk)ke N are common knowledge if \fi : Si e nm~l Rmi . 

We will use thís framework to define common knowledge of an event. Let 
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Ae 1: be an event. The set Ai of psycho!ogies of the i-th agent for which the event A 

has occurred (i knows4 that the event A occurred ) is 

Ai = { si E Si I A:::> supp margn[<I>j(Sj)]} . Observe that for Q finite this is the sama as 

requiring margn[t!;i(S,)](A} = 1 . For Q infinite this is a very mild strenghtening. By 

using the concept of common knowledge defined in 2.3.1 • one has : 

2.3.3 Defjojtjon 5 An event Ae l: is said to be common knowledge in the eyes 

of ageot i ;1 Si e flm?1 Ami I where Ami is inductively defined by : 

Vi : A1 i is defined as above to be Ai ; 

Notice that in this framework ooe does not have information partitions 

(nk)ke N I or the tru9 state of nature (o. It is possible to define common knowledge 

independently of th6se concepts. The primitive objects for us are the 

psychologies of the agents. Of course one could always interpret the sj's 

as states of nature in a much larger uncertainty space : that which determines 

the agents. 



2.4 Common Knowledge of Information Partitions 

In this subsection it is shown how the two definitions of common 

knowledge relate to each othar. In particular the self-referentiality problem of 

Aumann's definition is dealt with formally. We show that whenever the 

information sub-a-algebras ara common knowledge, in a sensa vary much 
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in the spirit of the last saction. and m is the real stata of tha world. then Ais common 

knowfadge if and on/y if it is common knowladge at ro in Aumann's sanse. This 

rasult can be interpreted as saying that tha problem with the self-reference is 

solved in structures of infinita recursion of beliefs. 

We feel the most direct definition 2.3.3 is more useful because : (i) It solves 

the problem of self-referentiality; (ii) it implicitly tells us which information 

sub-a-algebras are the ones which are relevant to the question being analysed; and 

(iii) it allows a view of the world which may be difterent for each agent. let us recall 

that given a set Xe l. Pi[Xl denotes the smallest element of lli which centains X. 

Aga!n, following 2.3.1, we wifl define common knowledge of the information 

sub-cr-algebras (llk)ke N· The set Pi of psychologies of the i-th agent for which an 

agent k (differl3nt from i ) has information structure given by llk ,is: 
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lhe interpretation is straightforward. If a state of the world Ol is thought possible to 

occur jointly with a psychology sk ) it must be the case that sk has a belief over n 

whose support coincides with the set of states of nature that agent k is told. This set is, 

by the interpretation given earlier on the text, Pk[{Ol}]. Again, notice that in the case of 

11 infinite, this imposes more restrictions 00 the possible sub·a-algebras fIj's: not only 

do they have to be countably generated, but also it must be the case that Pj[{Ol}] is 

closed for ali i and aI! (Q E n. 

2.4.1 Defjnjtjon Wa suy that the information sub-a-algebras (nk)ke N are common 

knowledge in the eyes of ageot i 6 if Si e (\m~l P mj , where P mi is inductively defined 

by: (i) Vi: P 1 i = Pj ; 

To embed Aumann's framework in the infinite recursions of beliefs model, we 

still need agent i to behave as if the real state of the world Ol has occurred : 

2.4,2 Deliojtjon The state Ol occurred in the eyes of agent j il 



Notice that agent i does not know whether co actually occurred. He 

observes only Pi[{co}]. We are now ready for the main result : the equiva/ence 

of both common knowledge definitions, under the hypothesis 01 common 

know/edge of the sub-a-algebras and the occurrence of state co. 
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2.4.3 Iheorem Suppose that in the eyes of agent i the information sub-a-algebras 

(TIk)ke N are common knowledge and that co occurred. Ihen Ae 1: 

is common knowledge at co in the sense of Aumann i1 and only if, in the eyes 

of agent i, Ais common knowledge. 

Before proving the resu!t an example will he/p us understand the intution 

behind the proof. 

2.4.4 Example Let us argue in the case of examp/e 2.1.3 why common knowledge of 

information partitions and the faOl that A2 is common knowledge at 0>=2 in the sense 

of Aumann, imply that A2 is common knowledge in the sense of the infinite hierarchy 

of beliefs definition. 

(i) lhe fact that the agents use thelr information partitions implies that both agents 

know that A2 occurred. 
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In fact, P1 [{2}] = {2,3}, and A2:::> {2,3} , so that agent 1 knows A2' Analogously, P2[{2}] 

= {1.2}, and A2:::> {1,2}. so that agent 2 knows A2 . 

(ii) The fact that one agent knows that the other agent's information structure is given 

by his information partition implies that agent 1 knows that agent 2 knows that A2 

occurred, and that agent 2 knows that agent 1 knows that A2 occurred. 

For agent 1 : since 00.,2 is the real state of the world, agent 1 is told {2,3}. Agent 1 

knows that agent 2's information structure is given by I12' Hence. agent 1 knows that 

agent 2 was told either {1,2} or {3,4}. In any case, as A2 :::> {1 ,2} u {3,4}, agent 1 knows 

that agent 2 knows A2' In formal terms A2::> P2 [ P1 [{2}] ]. 

Analogously, agent 2 is told {1 ,2}. By knowing that agent 1 has his information 

structure given by n1' agent 2 knows that agent 1 observed either {1} or {2,3}. Again, 

A2 :::> {1} u {2,3}, se that the assertion follows. In formal terms A2:::> P1 [P2[{2}] ]. 

(iii) The fact that agent 1 knows that tha information structure of agent 2 is given by ll2' 

and that agent 1 knows that agent 2 knows that the information structure of agent 1 is 

given by n l' implies tnat agent 1 knows that agent 2 knows that agent 1 knows that A2 

occurred. 

By (ii) we know that agent 1 knows that agent 2 was told either {1 ,2} or {3,4}. If agent 2 
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were told {1 ,2}. as ayer. 1 rnows that agent 2 knows that the information structure of 

agent 1 is given by n 1 ' then agent 2 would know that agent 1 was told either {1} or 

t;:,:}}· Orl Ihe othE:lr hand, if agent 2 were tola {3,4} then, by tha sarna argument élgf-;r;, 

, 2 knows that agent 1 is told eithar {2,3} or {4}. But A2 ::> ({1 }u{2,3}) u ({2,3}u{4}) ::: 

= P1 [ P2 [P1[{2}] J]. 

(iv) By the same argument, higher orders of knowledge of A2 can be seen to follow 

frem higher orders of knowledge of the information structure, simply by checking that 

sequences of any length of the forms : 

' .. P1 [ P2 r P1 [{2}] ] l·· and ... P2 [ P1 [P2[{2}]] ] ... are contained in A2. In the 

€xample hi-Jre, /-12 ~ P1 [F'2 [P1[{2}] 1 J and A2 ::: P2 [P1 [P2H2}]]] . and these 

sequences beco~,' .';1 s:':? 11 afiar three steps, so that the common knowledge of A~ :;, 

the sense of the infinita hisrarchies of beliefs is established. 

P' Q.2tQf the t!JstQrern (~.1 We need to show that if there exists 8 E TI :: 

n 1 nfl2n ... nITn with O> E 8 and A::> 8 ,then Sj E nm~1 Ami under the hypothesis 

+h3t in the eyes of agent i ro has occurred and {TIk)kE N are common knowledge. W' 

'Ndt prove an auxiliary rasu!t first. Given B as above, define 



81 i = { si e Si I B::> supp margn[tIJj(Sj)] } , and for m~2, 

2.4.5 Lemma Vi. Vm: 6mi j--í Pm; IS ':;OÍiLdinud in 8m+1,;' 

Pcoof of 2,4.5 By inductiol1 on m. For m=1, Si e B1; f""I P1 i ~ Sj e P1 i' This 

have that B :::> supp margn[<%»j(Si)]' Hence ro' e 8. But B is TIk-measurable, which 

implies that B::> Pk[{ro1J I so that 8::> supp margn[<%»k(sk))' Thus Si e 82i ' and the 

lemma is shown to be valid for m=1. 

Suppose now it ls true for ro~1. We have to show it is true for m+ 1 . 

~ sk e Bm-1 ,k f""I Pro-1 ,k . By the induction hypothesjs sk e Bmk' As 

Si e Bmi as well, ít immediately follows that Si e Bm+ 1 ,i . 

QE.Q(of 2.4.' 

Returning to the proof of (~) of 2.4.3, by the fact that B e fI . 
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\'19 have B E ni' However, pert of the hypothesis of Theorem 2.4.3 requires 

that ro has occurrs'J :n the eyes of agent i. Therefore, supp marg.a[<l>i(si)J = 

~ = Pi[{ro}J. 8ut we rfa,*'~ dS Ilypo,nasfS that ro E B, 50 that. as B ís nrmeasurable. 

r' 

By the hypothesis of the theorem. Si E Pmi fer every m~1. Applying 

lamma 2.4.5 successively, we have si E nm~1 Bm;. However, since A:J B , 

'" j t \;im: Ami:J Bmi ~ si E nm~1 Arr,;. This means that in the aves of 

éi.gent i, the event A is common knowledge. 

PrQQf of (<=) Te VC\lj ~he C:'ilverse we naed to show that if ro occurred in 

the eyes of agent I, ano !ilOreOVl;Jf, tt tile suo-o-algebras (nk)ke N and the 

set A are, in the eyes of agent i, comrnon knowledge, that is to say, 

with ro E B and A:J B . 
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We shall construct such a set 8. Let 8 1 = supp margn[<%>j(Sj)] . 

Define Vm~1, Vk1. k2 .... ,km. each kj E { 1, ... , n} , the set : 

Bkik2 ... km = Pkm [ Pkm-1 [ ... Pk2 [ Pk1 [ 81 1] ... ]]. As bafore, Pkj [ X] is the 

smallest set nkj - measurable which contains the set X. 

We first show that, si E Am+ 1 ,{'lP mi => A::::> 8k1k2 ... km I by induction 

Sk E A1 k· Hence A::J supp margn[<1>k(sk)J. Since si E P1 i as well, we 

hav9 that VSk E .:u~,p rnargsk [<1>i(si)] , 300' e supp margn [<1>j(Sj}] = 8 1 with 
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supp margn[<1>k(sk)] = Pk[{oo11. In particular, for this 00' it follows that A::::> Pk[{OO'}] . 

How9ver, again from the definition 01 P1 i ' \;;/00' e B 1 = supp margn [<1>j(si)] there exists 

a sk e Sk such that supp margn[<1>k(sk)] = Pk[{ool}]. Thus A::::> Pk[B 1]. This 

shows the statement is valid for m = 1 in the case k1 -:I: i. If k1 = i , as 

margn [<1>j(sj)](A) = 1 ,we have A::::> B 1. But Pj[B 1] = B 1 , since the 

hypothesis that 00 occurred implies that B 1 = supp margn[<1>i(si)] = Pj[{ro}] = Pj[Pj[{OO}]) = 

= Pj[81]. Therefore A::J Pi[B1], and A::> Pk1[B1] Vk1 e { 1, ... , n} . 



Suppose it is true for m~1 o We shall show that it is true for m+ 1 o 

Sk E Am+ 1 ,kllP mk o By the induction hypothesis : 

V k;éi: A:;) kBk1k2 .. okm ' where these kBk1k2 ... km are defined identjcally 

to Bk1k2 .. okm ' with the sole difference being that B1 is substituted with 

as well. Thus, there ís w' E supp margn [<Dí(Sj)] such that kB 1 = Pk[{w'}] o By the 

induction hypotr:es~ \ --' ·,Bkik2 ... km = Pkm [ Pkm-1 [ ... Pk2 [ Pk1 [kB1 ]] 000]] o Hence it 

follows that for lhis w', A =J Pkm [Pkm-1 [ .. o Pk2 [Pk1 [Pk[{w'}]] j "o ]] o Sut si E Pmi 

implies that for every w' E B1 =: supp margn [<I>j(si)] there exists such 

SkE supp margsk [<1>j(S;)] o Therefore 'Vw' E B 1 we have 

A:;) Pkm [ Pkm-1 [ ... Pk2 [ Pk1 [ Pk[{w'}] ] ] 000 ] J which irnplies that Vk1 :I:- i 

A ~ Bk1k2 .. okmkm+1 = Pkm+1[ Pkm [ ... Pk2 [Pk1 [81 1] ... ] J o The case k1 = i remains to 

be showno This case is solved by the sarne argument used to deal with k1 = i in the 

first step of the inductiono 

Having proved the auxiliary result clairned at the beginning of 



the proof, we are now in a pos1tion to constwct the set B E n = 

= n1nn2f1· .. nDn with ro E 8 and A::J B I and this will complete the 

proof of 2.4.3. 

Notice that 'v nl . A::; Bk1k2 ... kmkm+1 ::J Bk1k2 ... km' Define, for 

... ::J Sm ::J ... :J 83 
:J 82 ~B 1 . Moreover, 'v'm: A::J Bm. Lat B = um~1 Bm . 

Wa claim that B 2 nk' Vk ~ N. We show this by demonstrating that 

'im, Vk, there exists Dmk E fIk wítí'j 8 11+2 :J Dmk :::> Bm. Now 

:::> Bk,k2 ... km-i ,am., ~)k[ Bk1!c..2 ... km-1] E 0k' Also Pk[ Bk1k2 ... km-1 ] = 

= Bk1k2 ... km-1k· So, by maí<tng Dmk = 

:::; nkm-1E N Ukm-2E N .,. Uk1E NBk1...km-2km-1k' one has Dmk:::> Bm . 

and Dmk E nk' Furthermore, 
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A :::> e
m

+
2 

:::> Dmk :.J 13;·:: ano 0mk E llk' for ali m and k. Thus 

8 = um~1 em = um~1 Dmk' As nk is a sub-a-algebra the set um~1 Dmk 

is an element of nk' Therefore B E nk for ali k. Also, by construction, 

A :::> B. 

Finally, wa need to show that co E B. Since c.o occurred in agent i's eyes, it 

follows that ro e e 
1 

• since B 1 = supp margn[<I>j(Sí)] = Pj[{c.o}]. ey construction B:::> 8 1. 

ThUS co E B, and the theoram is piO'Jed. 

~. 

The readAr far.liliar with Aumann(1976) will recognise that the 

proof of tha converse vi the theOrtíHi is essentially a formalisation of the notion 

of "raachability" in Aumann's artícle. 

2.5 Relation with the Uterature 
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One can interpret the main theorem proved in here as the 101l0wing : given a 

structurt::f u1 knowledge in terms of a space of events and sub-a-algebras, that is to say, 

a structure à la Aumann, we generata a structura 01 knowledge in the sensa of an 

infinita racursion of baliefs which handles the same common knowledge problem. 

In a recent article, Brandenburger and Dekel(1985b) proved a converse of 

this result. Given a description of a common knowledge problem in the framework of 

infinite recursion of beliets, one can generate a space of events, n sub-a-algebras and 

a state 01 the world (in othar words, an Aumann's structure of knowledge) which 

handles the sarna common knowledge problem. However, there is a subtlety. The set 

of states of the world which they obtain is infinite. Since they use a model where priors 

exist (see footnotes 2 and 5), there are some additional requirements for the definition 

of common knowledge à la Aumann. There are two ways of handling the problem 

which are similar: that of Nielsen(1 984) and that 01 Brandenburger and Dekel(1985a). 

It is important to notice that the analysis we present is more complete. Not 

only we generate an infinita hierarchy of baliefs which handlas tha sarna common 

knowladge problam, but also this infinita hiararchy of belie1s has the proparty that the 

information sub-a-algebras are common knowledga. On the othar hand, the 

í'lformation sub-a-algebras that Brandenburger and Dekel(1985b) obtain are nof 

common knowledge in the infinite hierarchy of beliefs that they started with. In any 

case, they solve a COf'lverse of our theorem. Thus, one is lead to the conclusion that 

both ways of viewing common knowledge are equivalent, the difficulty with Aumann's 
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definítion being that of self-referentialíty : the information structure he begins with mUSl 

be common knowledge in order for his definition to make sense. 

2.6 Conclusion 

This section presented the study of common knowledge by means of 

probabilistic models. We began by giving Aumann's definition of common knowledge 

.)f events. The shortcomings of this definition were discussed, the main one being a 

self-referentiality problem. Then another definition, based on the framework of infinite 

recursion of beliefs, was provided. This definition has been previously given in 

Armbruster and 809e(1979), Bage and Eisele(1979) and Mertens and Zamir(1985). 

\Ne then proved that this definition not only solves Aumann's self-referentiality problerr1 

out also that it is completely equivalent to Aumann's definition when the latter is 

embedded in the former. 

The problem above has also been discussed in more abstract, logic-theoretk', 

models. Aumann'~ !Tlodeí is very similar to Krípke(1963). Our framework is somewha. 

similar to Fagin,Halpem and Vardi(1984). Fagin, Halpern and Vardi also note the 

equivalence between Kripke's definition and theirs, but they argue that their definifion, 

,,/hich takes into account the severallayers of knowledge, is more adequate for the 

~urposes of artificial intelligence. 

The next sections show how to apply the formalism developed here to 

foundations of noricooperative solution concepts. 
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3. FOUNDATIONS OF NONCOOPERATIVE SOLUTION CONCEPTS 

We begin by rapeating the example givan in the introduction. Imagine that 

you are going to play a given bimatrix game with two alternative players. The payoffs 

of the game are in dollar terms. The first player is an intelligent acquaintance of yours, 

whom you know ver! \"ell. The second 1J!nyer is a stranger. She comes trom the 

Himalaya, and the only relevant information you know about her is that she was taught 

the meaning of a bimatrix game (the rules of the game) and the what a dollar can buy. 

For the sake of argumento let us say that: (i) there is a unique pure strategy Nash 

equílibrium, which gives vou a thousand dollars; (ii) your security levei is nine 

hundred dollars; and (iii) if the other player does not play his/her part of the Nash 

equílibrium vou 1059 at least a hundred dollars. How should Vou play the same game 

against the two different opponents? tt seems clear to me that everyone who is faced 

with this situation is much more likely to follow the Nash strategy when facing the 

acquaintan(;e, than when facing the stranger, 

The fact that a well defined game may be played in different ways by the 

sarne person, indicates that in the specification of a game some additional informaticn 

about the background of the players is essential for the solution of this game. 

Therefore, a solution concBpi which depends only on the payoff matrix, as Nash 

equilibrium does, needs an interpretation. This points out the need for foundational 

ana!ysis of solution concepts. In this section we establish a general methodology for 

the analysis of solutíon concepts. In particular, we point out which extra information the 



players need to play a game. In sections 10ur and five we apply this methodology.' 

A fairly widespread notion among theorists these days is the lack of 

a noncooperative solution concept 7 (not to speak 01 cooperative ones ) which 

will describe til€: bchaviaur of players in a game in a satis1actory way. The main 

noncooperative SOlut;,: rl CvrtC8pt is that of Nash equilibrium. The literature on 

noncooperative solution concepts follows two distinct trends. One states that there arE: 

too many Nash equilibria, and suggests alternative ways of refining Nash's notion. 

80me 01 the most important refinements 01 the Nash equilibrium concept are : 

subgame pertection, 8elt9n(1965); perfection, 8elten(1975); properness, 

Myerson(1978); sequentiality, Kreps and Wilson(1982); tracing procedure, 

Harsanyi(1975) and Harsanyi and Selten(1980-84); persistent equilibrium, Kalai and 

Samet(1982); strategic stability, Kohlberg and Mertens(1985); justifiable beliefs, 

McLennan(1985); forward induction equilibrium, Cho(1985); pertect sequential 

equilibrium, Grossman and Perry(1985). In the context 01 signalling games other 

refinements were proposed : intuitive criterion, Kreps(1985); divinity, 8anks and 

80bel(1985); neologism-proof, Farrell(1985). For a more complete account of the 

Iiterature on refinements of Nash equilibrium, see van Damme(1983). A discussion oi 

the recent progress in the area can be found in Kohlberg and Mertens(1985) and in 

Cho(1985). 

The other trend 101l0wed by the literature is that of expanding the concept of 

Nash equilibrium. The important contributions in the area are: correlated equilibrium, 

Aumann(1974, 1985); refinements of correlated equilibrium, Myerson(1985); and 
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rationalisable strategic behaviour, Bernheim(1984) and Pearce(1984). 

In view of the many existing suggestions. as the list above exemplifies, which 

solution concept should be chosen to solve a specific game? We will not answer this 

question directly. Attematively, we propose a methodology which enables us to 

analyse solution concepts. Bernheim(1984) and Pearce(1984) show that common 

knowledge of rationality is not enough to justify Nash behaviour. They introduce a 

noncooperative solution concept which is derived from the hypothesis that Bayesian 

rationality is common knowledge. They call their solution concept rationalisable 

strategic behaviour. The point I wish to emphasise is that Bernheim and Pearce derive 

their solution concept for games from assumptions about the behaviour of the players. 

One can generally approach the analysis of solution concepts In the same manner. 

Which are the Implicit behavioural assumptíons behind a given solution concept? 

In orc!er to answer this question, let us be more precise. We shall be 

concerned with the following complete information simultaneous game : 

3.1Defjnjtjon A game wjth n players, U, is a 2n-tuple 

(A1 , ... , An I u1 I .... un ). where: 

(i) each Ai. the set of strategies or actions available to player i, is a 

compact metric space; 

(ii) let A = A1 x ... x An' Then ui: A ~ R I is a function which 

gives the payoff to player i. for each possible combination of strategies 



of ali players. For eaeh i. ui is assumed to be continuous. 

Let U mean the set of ali n-tuples of payoff funetions. By an abuse of 

notation, we say u E Li is a g!ven game, where u represents the n-tuple (u1' .... un). 

3.2 Definitioo A ~Dn ç:LOçem (also called eguilibrium notion) is a 

correspondence r :,,/ -1 A_ 

A solution concept is a correspondence that assigns to each game a set of 

prescribed aetion profíles. The interpretation given to a solution of a game u. is that 

among the n-tuples of aetions in r(u), there is one which will be chosen when players 

play the game u. Hence. we are allowing that different players playing the same 

game could choose different n-tuples of actions, as long as these n-tuples are in r(u). 

From a Bayesian point of view, the decision of each player in a game is 

determined by this players beliefs about the aetions of other players. But. if, in their 

turn, other players' beliefs about other players' actions affect their aetions, then it must 

be that the beliefs one player has about the beliefs of other players also affect the 

deeision of this piayw in the game. If we earry this argument further. we see that the 

actioli taken by a play~; i3 determined by his infinite hierarchy of beliefs about actions 

cf other players, beliefs about beJiefs about other players' actions. and so on. The 

~;paGe of these infinite hierarehies of beHefs is the appropriate spaee for the study of 
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behavioural assumptíons about the players. For every i, let 

A_i = A1 X ..• x Ai-1 x Aj+ 1 x ... x An' We follow the mathematical formalísm of 

3ubsection 2.2. The set of stat9s of the world, as perceived by player i, is A-i' A firs: 

order belief of piaycr i íS a point 51 i E A(A_i) = S1 i. In general, the m-th order belief oi 

player i is a pOint smi E ~(A-i x nk~Sm-1 ,k) = Smi' As in 5ubsection 2.2, we impose 

t:',e minimum consistency requirament. Thus, by Theorem 2.2.4, the infinita hierarchy 

of beíiefs si can ba viewed as a joint beliaf about what othar players play, and which 

hierarchies of beliefs other players have. This ís done through tha homamorphisms <1\ 

As before the infinita hierarchy Df beliefs Si is interpreted as the "psychology" (or 

"type") of player L It ambodies ai! relevar.t decision-theoratic variables which are 

necessary for understanding how player i will p!ay the game u. The space of these 

psychologies, Si' is the appropríate space for the study of behavioura! assumptions 

about player i. 

We havo te (jetermine how each dlf1erent psychology si will play the game u. 

First we defrne a general Bayesian decision problem. 

3,3 Defjnjtion A Bayesjan decjsjon problem for player i is given by : 

(i) Ti a compact metric probabi!ity space endowed with the Sorel o-algebra. 

It represents ali the elaments of uncertainty for player i; 
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(ii) Ai a compact set of actions available to player i; 

(iH) Ui : Ai x Ti -+ R , hís subjective utility function; 

(Iv) ai e ô(Tí) , his subjective prior nn Si . 

Given a decision problem, one can derive the structure above from 

more basic facts as in Savage(1954). It is important to note that Ui and ai 

characterise p!ayer i. 

Let Vi : Ai' l'.(Tj} ~ R be the expected subjective utílity for player i, 

when he takes ao action élj, and has prior ai : Vi ( aí ' ai ) = 

"" f Ui ( ai, ti ) dQj(tj) . To avoid unnecessary notation, we will simp/y write 

Si 

V( ai ' ai ) instead of Vj ( ai ' ai ) . 

3.4 Defjnjtjon Player i is Bayesian mlianal when, faced with a Bayesían 

decision problem, he chooses an actian ã; E Ai such that the expected 

subjective utility is maximísed: V( ãj , aí ) ~ V( ai ' Oi ) , 'Vai e Ai' 

To determine how a given psychology Si plays the game u, we have : 

3,5 Defjnjtion G:v~m u fJame u and psychology Si ' we define 

4
" V' 
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lhe Bayes;ao declsjoo problem assgc;ated wjth U aod si as: 

I 
(ii) Ai is the same as Ai for the game u ; 

I. 
(iii) Ui ( ai ' ti ) = Uj ( 8j , ProjA_i( ti ) } ; 

(iv) ai E ~(Ti) js given by cI>j{si) . 

lhe viewpoint of this approach to game theoretical situations can 

be summarised by : 

3.6 Ax;om The decision problem player i faces in the game u when its psychology is 

Si.;s the same as the Bayeslan decision problem associated with U and si' lo other 

words : ali that we need to know about player i to determine her/hls behaviour in the 

game u • is giveo by the psychology Si . 

Let us comment a littla about the above. One sees that the ooly 

relevant probability distribution for player i is the flrst order belief 51 i = margA_i[<%»j(Sj)] , 

since in the expected value function V(8j,tj) only the projection io the actions of the 

other players are considered relevant. lhis seems to tell us that the ooly importaot part 

of Si is the first order belief. Ultimately that is 50. However, wa cannot forget that 
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higher order beliefs ir!l!uence the lower order beliefs. By an abuse in notation, one 

Now we are ready to state our methodology. Let us consider a given game u 

fixed. That is to say, we will concentrate in the correspondence r restricted to a 

singleton {u} eontained in U. We are not interested in global properties of r(.) I as, 

for example, Kohlberg and Mertens(1985}. In the case of a fixed game u E U, a 

solution concept ris simply a subset of A = A1 x ... x An. Assoeiated with r, we want 

• 
to find a subset B(r) contained in 81 x ... x Sn I a subset of the set of psyehologies of 

ali players, sue h that : 

(i) V'(a1' ... ,an) E r, 3(S1 I ••• ,sn} E B(r) such that for every i : ai is an action 

which maxímises the subjective utility for player si (according to 3.5); 

(ii) V'{s1. ""sn) E B(r), 3{a1' .... an) E r such that for every i : ai is an action 

which maximises the subjective utility for player si (according to 3.5). 

In words: the first statement says that any n-tuple of actions in the solution set 

r can be played by some psychology in B(r). Conversely I the second statement says 

that any psychology in B(r) can play an action in r. This means that for every solution 
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r we associate a set of PSychologies which corresponds to r. The set B(r) can be 

interpreted as a set of behavioural assumptions behind the solution concept r. It is 

important to notice that the set B(r) is not uniquely determined. Each different B(r) 

represents a dlfferent set of behavioural assumptlons under which the solutlon concept 

r Is justlfied. However, If B1 (r) anel B2(r) both satlsfy (I) and (ii), so does 

81 (r) u B2(r)· Hence, there is a maximal set BM(r) satisfying (i) and (ii). This set is to 

be Interpreted as the set of ali behavloural assumptions which justlfy the solution 

concept r. 

The ultlmate aim of the methodology described hera Is to obtain sets B{r) for 

every solution concept r. Thls would facllitate the selection of the solutlon concept : 

one should see whlch behavioural assumptions apply to the economic situation being 

modelled. anel choose the solutlon concept accordingly. 

In saction four we consider r. rationalisable strateglc behaviour. In section 

flve we conslder r = Nash equilíbrium. 
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4. RATIONAUSABLE STRATEGIC BEHAVIOUR 

Thla sectlon lmenela to glva a complete answer to the second questlon posed 

In sectlon three : whlch psychologles correspond to r belng the map that assocIates to 

each game the subset of adio na glven by the ratJonallaable adlons. In other words : 

we compute a set B(I") of behavloural assumptlona behlnd the solutlon concept glven 

by r. ratlonallsable strateglc behavlour. The answer, as Bemhelm(1984) and 

Pearce(1984) arguecl, la slmple. The psychologles whlch will play ratlonallsable 

actIons are those for whlch ratlonallty la common knowledge. Thus, thls sectlon 

proves, In a formal settlng, that thelr argumenta hold. Furthermore, we are able to 

prova an extenslon of thelr results for compact and metric spaces. In thls case there 

are subtle measurablllty problems, whlch can be dealt with In our framework. We will 

come back to thls polnt in example 4.6. 

We look at a sllghtly different formulatlon of rationallsable strateglc bahaviour 

from that defined by Bemheim(1984) and Pearce(19,84). The essentlal dlfference Is 

that we permlt player I to balleve that the other J)layers may be correlatlng thelr 

strategles. Therefore, It follows from Pearce(1984) that ratlonallsable actlons are 

obtained after successive elimination of strictly domlnated strategies8. It should be 

elear, howevar, that an addltlonal assumptlon that players suppose It Is common 

knowledge that the others act independently, would result in a framework identical to 

theirs. 



4.1 Defjnjtjon Ratjonalisable actjons: let AOi = Ai, and for m~l define 

where EJl is the expectations operator with respeet to the probabllity Jl which 

ranges over the variabies a-i e nkf!:IAk, and the maximisation problem has ãj 

as variable. Then tha rationalisable aetíons of player i are the aetions ª' 
in the set nm~Ami' 

Next we restriet beliefs of each player to refleet the faet that Bayesian 

rationality is common knowledge and derive a theorem statíng that under this 

restrietion, a player would take only rationalisable aetions. 

4.2 pefjnjtjon Bayeslan Rat;onality Is Common Knowledge 

K1 : player i knows everyone is ratlonal Ç> Si E Kl i = 

~ ak E argmaxãke Ak V(ãk'Sk) } , where V was defined at the end of 3.2 ; 

Km : player i knows everyone (knows everyone)m-l is rational Ç> Si E Kmi = 

48. 
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Bayaslan rationality Is common knowkJdge for playar I if and only If ali 

tha statements Kr1 are trua. that 18 to say, 81 E n~1 Kml' One definas 

Bayeslan rationality to be common knowledge, If It 18 common knowledge for ali 

players I E N . 

balieves that k can have psychology sk. and that he/she wllI choose the action 

8Jt. Hanes K1 impilas that 8f< must be an adion whlch maxlmises player k's 

expectad subje>ctive utlllty when shalhe has psychology 8k' That Is to say, player 

i bailavas player k 18 Bayeslan rallonal. K2 is then a restrlctlon on the second 

layer of beliefs of piayer i requlring that he/sha ballaves that other players 

balleve that everyone Is rational. Obviously this Intuitiva Interpretatlon carries 

on to the higher Jaysffi of ballefs. 

Next. W9 show how the restrlctlons on each layer of beliefs affect the flrst 

layer of baliafs - and therafore the choles of actions. 

4.4 Theorem If a player /Is Bayesian ratlonal and SI e Kml ' he takes an 



action ai E Am+ 1 ,i . 

Lat us interpret these results before proving them. Theorem 4.3 

states that If player i knows everyone (knows everyone)m-1 is rational, shelhe 

is able to conduct m rounds of eliminatlon of non-best responses in the manner 

50. 

of Bernhelm-Pearce. In addltlon, If player I Is Bayeslan ratlonal, Theorem 4.4 states 

that he/she will choose an action that reslsts m+ 1 rounds of elimination. 

'Vi, 'Vm: si E Kmi ~> rrk~Amk::J supp margAJ~i(si)]' We shall show it 

it follows from the definition of Km+ 1,i ,that Sk E Kmk' Thus, by the induction 
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~ E Am+ 1,k since margA-k[~(sk)] e â( np,ekAmp) is the required ballef Jl 

in the definltion of Am+ 1,k. Slnce thls holds for ali k~, we have that 

Hence margA.J~(Si)] e â( nk~Amk ). Slnce i is ratlonal, he takes an 

action 8j such that V(Bj'SI) - msxAlV( . ,si). But V(. ,Si) Is simply 

EIl[uj( . ,a-i)] ,where Jl = margA.f[~I(Si)] e â( nk;!iAmk ) is the required 

in the definition of Am+ 1 ,i· Therefore 8j e Am+ 1,1 . 

The followlng proposltlon is an immedl$te consequence of 4.4. 

4.5 Theorem si E ()m~1 Kml and player I is ratlonal ~ 

Theorem 4.5 provldes the formal derivation of rationallsable strategies 



from the assumptJon that Bayeslan ratlonallty Is common knowlec:lge. 

We now'proceed to derive tho converses toTheorams 4.4 and 4.5. 

Theoram 4.12 balow says that for aox actlon In Am+ 1,1 ' thera Is a balief SJ for 

player I whlch ratlonallses thq adio" a'ld furthl)rmore satlsfles knowledge of 

ratlonallty up to levei m ,I.e. sI e Kml' Theorem 4.13 slrnllarIy establlshes that 

52. 

anx ratlonallsable adlon can Indeed be supported by ballefs whlch satlsfy Wratlonallty 

Is common knowledgew• As a result, If wratJonalJty Is common knowledgew Is the only 

restriOllon whlch a gametheorlst Imposes on a solutlon concept, then that solution 

concept must corraspond to the noUon of rationallsable strateglc behaviour. 

The deflnition of a ratlonallsable actIon requlres that thls adlon ramalns after 

Iterated ellmlnation of nonbest responees. However, it may be that a beDef whlch 

supports an actbn (we say that a bellef supports an actlon when thls actIon Is a best 

response for thls bellef) In one Iteratlon of the elimlnation procedura Is wlnconslstent

wlth the bellef whlch wllI support thls QdJon In the next Iteratlon. Theorems 4.12 and 

4.13 prove that thare Is always a consistent way of supportlng a rationallsable aOlion, 

that Is to say, thls ratlonallsable adlon Is supported by an Infinlte hferarchy of ballefs 

which satlsfles the mlnlmum conslstency requlrement, and for whlch ratlonallty Is 

common knowledge. The example below shows how to construOl a conslstent Infinlte 

·l1lerarchy of bellefs whlch supports a ratlonallsabla actlon, and also explalns what 15 

the potentlal souroe of InconslstencJes. 

1,8 ExamAle Consldor t:,e tNo·pmson game below. A - {a1' a2' a3' a.u 15 the aation 
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space of pJayer 1. and B = {b1' b21 is the actlon space of player 2. The payoff matrix is: 

b1 ~ 

a1 (3,1) (2.3) 

a2 (-3.3) (4.-2) 

a3 (6.2) (-3,0) 

~ (1.0) (3.4) 

This game has the property that ali actions of both players are rationalisable: 

(i) For player 1 : a1 is ratlonalised by betief (0.5 b1• 0.5 b2); a2 is rationalised by 

action b2; a3 is rationalised by actlon b1 ; and a4 is rationalised by belief 

(0.25 b1. 0.75 b2)' 

(ii) For player 2; b2 is rationalised by a1; and for the purposes of the example we will 

consider two different ways of rationalising b1: It can be rationalised by action a3 and 

by belief (0.5 a2, 0.5 a4)' 

Every action has many ways of being rationalised. and t~js multiplicity is the potential 

source of inconsistencies. For the time being. let us consider fixad, for each action 
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dlfferent from b1' the beliefs which ratlonalise them. as given by (i) and Oi). We will 

construct two infinite hierarehies of beliefs, which will satisfy the minimum consistency 

requlrement, that will support the action a1' These hierarehies of beliefs will 

eorrespond to the two different ways of ratíonalising the action b1 given in (ii). Let us 

cal! the two infinite hierarehies of beliefs s1 = ( s11. s21. s31 •... ) and 

t1 - ( t11. t21' t31' ... ). The infinita hierarchy s1 will support the action a1 and 

rationalisa b1 by the 'first beliaf givan in (ii): the action a3' Analogously, t1 will 

support aetion a1 and ra'iÍonalisa b1 by the seeond belief given in (li): the belief 

(0.5 a2' 0.5 a4)' The first ordar beliefs s11 and t11 e Â(A2) = 511 are the same: 

s11 = t11 = (0.5 b1' 0.5 b2)' The second order beliefs wlll differ: in s21 we rationalise 

b1 by a3. and in t21 we rationalise b1 by (0.5 a2' 0.5 a4)' We have that s21 and 

t21 e Â(A2 x 512) = 521' where 512 = Â(A1)' are given by: 

(8) s21 = ( 0.5( {b1}x{ôaJ ) ,O.S( {b2}X{Ôa1 } ) ). where 881 and Ô83 are the probability 

measures concentrated in a1 and a3. respectively; and 

(b) t21 = ( 0.5( {b1 }x{ (0.5 a2. 0.584) } ) I 0.5( {b2}x{ôa1} ) ). 

These beliefs are consistent with s11 and t11 : margA2[s21] = (0.5 b1 ' 0.5 b2) = s11 
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and margA2[t21]" (0.5 b1. 0.5 b2) =- t11' To construct the thlrd order bellels we must 

have the second order bellefs of player 2 whlch will rationallse the ballefs 583 , 5a1 

and (0.5 a2. 0.5 a4)' Those are s22(1), s22(2) , t22(1) and t22(2) e â(A1 x 511) :a 

=522 : 

S22(1) = 8( {a3}x{~1} ); 

$22(2) = S( {a1 }x{ (0.5 b1. 0.5 b2)} ); 

t22(1) = ( 0.5( {a2}x{~2} ) • 0.5( {a41x{(0.25 b1' 0.75 b2)} ) ); and 

t22(2) = S{ {a1 }x{(O.S b1. 0.5 b2)} ). 

The third order belief of the híerarchles s1 and t1 are s31 and t31 e â(A2 x 822) = 

= 531 • glven by: 

S31 = { O.S( {b1 }x{ s22(1) } ) t O.S( {b2}x{ s22(2) } ) ); and 

t31 = ( O.S( {b1 }x{ t22(1 ) } ) I O.5( {b2}x{ t22(2) } ) ). 

It is immedíate to verify that 'fi 21 (s31) = s21 and '1121 (t31). t21 t so that the third 

order beliefs are consistent with the second order bellefs. The process above carrles 

Qn to higher order of beliefs in a straightforward way: whenever it is necessary to 

rationalise the choice of an action by one of the playars. we use the beliefs glven by (I) 
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and (ii), which are flxed throughout. Thus, assume we constructed In thls Induetive 

manner the Inflnlte hlerarchies of bellefs 81 and t1 . Define the Infinlte hlerarchy of 

beliefs r1 = ( s11' s21' t31' t41' ... ). Thls Is an Infinite hierarchy of beliefs which has 

rationallty as common knowledge, and also supports aetion a1' But It doe8 not satisfy 

the minimum conslstency requirement: 'P 21 (r31) = 'P 21 (t31) • t21 "~1 .: r21. The 

reason is clear: we are ratlonalislng b1 In two dlfferent ways In the dlfferent layers of 

bellefs. 

The example above also shows a general procedure for provlng Theorem 

4.13 In the case of finlte adlon spaces. Flrst find the set of ratlonal/sabla aetions. 

Every rationalisable action can ba ratlonalised by a bellef whose support consists only 

of rationalisable aetions. For any ratlonalisable action fix a unlque ballef which 

rationalises this aetion. and whosa support conslsts only of ratlonalisable actions. 

Then build up the ordefS of bellafs by ratlonallslng aach aetlon always by the same 

betief. Tha result of this process will be an infinita hierarchy of ballefs whlch is 

consistent and for whlch ratlonality is common knowladga. Such a procedure will not 

work in the case of infinita actlon spaces. Thls Is because If for each actlon we flx a 

belief that rationalises this aetion, then the set of bellefs necessary to ratlonalise ali 

aetions may be a nonmeasurable set. This is a nontrivlal subtlety I which the lemmata 

below will solve: instead of flxing one ballef for each action. we always consider the set 
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of ali posslble beliefs which rationalise that action. In general, the set of ali possible 

ballefs whlch ratlonalise a compact set of actions is compact, and, therefore, Borel 

measurable. Several technical results are required before we can establish Theorems 

4.12 and 4.13. These may be of Interest In themselves for futura applications of thase 

kinds of structures. 

4.7 Lemma Let A and B be compad metric spaces. Let f: AxB -. R ba a 

continuous fundion. Consider the set: 

BR(A) - { a e A I there exists ~ e A(B) with a e argmaxAeA I f(ã , b) d~(b) } 

where the Integralls over the set B whose generic element ls b. [This set 

!s the set of actlons in A which are best responsas against soma mlxed 

behavlour on B. 1 Then BR(A) is nonempty, compact and metrlc. 

fm.Q1 BR(A) ~ 0 because given any J.1 e â(B) , J f(. , b) dJ.1(b) is a 

continuous fundion on the compad set A. It is sufficient then to check that 

BR(A) Is closed sinca it Is a subset of the compact and metric space A. Moreovar, 

It Is enough to check sequentially. Let an e BR(A) converge to a e A . 

Then there exists J,l·n E â(B) such that an is a best response to J.1.n . A(B) is 

sequentlally compact so thera is a subsequence {J.1.nkh~o whlch tends to 
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a measure f.L e A(B). Let UI rename thls subsequence J.Ln . By deflnltlon; 

'Vn : J I(Eln ' b) dJ.Ln(b) ~ J 1(1 , b) dJ.L(b) 'VI e A. Define 'n : B -. R by 

'n (b) • f(Eln,b) and 1: B ~ R :.; t (o) ~ f{a.b). Than fn -; t Vb E B. Also • 

'n 18 domlnated by the functlon g(b). maxAxB f( . , . ). Therefara, by 

Hlldenbrand(1974) Chapter 1, 0.1.42, we have J fndJ.Ln -. J tdf.L. Thus. 

taking the limita on both sldes of the Inquality above glves : 

J f(a , b) ~(b) ~ J 1(1 , b) dJ.1(b) 'VI e A. Thls Impilas a E BR(A). 

4,8 Lamma let A, B and f be glven as In lemma 4.7. Define the 

correspondence v: BR(A) -. A(B) to be the followlng: 

'Va e BR(A) , v(a). { ve A(B) I a e argmaxAE A J 1(1 , b) dv(b) }.. Then 

v Is upper: seml-continuous. 

frggf By Hlldenbrand(1974) Chapter 1, B.III.Th.1,lt Is enough to check that 

an -. a, vn e v(an) , vn -. v => ve v(a). But sJnce vn tE v(a,,) , we have 

as in lemma 4.7: f l(an ' b) dVn(b) ~ J f(1 , b) dVn(b) 'VI E A. Therefore 

58. 
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by arguments ldentlcal to those of lemma 4.7 we have ve v(a). 

Let G be the graph of the corres~ndence of the lemma above: 

G • { ( a, v) e BR(A) x â(B) I ve v(a) } . 

4.9 Lamma For J.1C E â(A) such that supp J.1c • C (whera C is an arbltrary 

closed aubset of BR(A» , there Is a J.1 E A( A x A(B» such that : 

(i) margA~] = ~ ; 

(11) supp J.1 Is contalned In the set GC - { ( a, v ) e G I a e C} . 

emm Glvan O a cIoaed set contafned In il( A x A(B) ) , define 

J.1(D) • J.1c( ProjA(I)r)G) ). This Is Posslble because given BR(A) 18 closed 

in A, one oan vlew G as a closed subset ofAx A(B). Hence J.1 is well 

defined. Then extend J.1 to ali the Borel subsets of A( A x A(B) ). Properties 

(I) anel (li) are easlly verlfiable. 

4,1Q Praposjtjon 'VI, 'v'm: Aml is compact and metric. 

59. 



fmgf Stralghtforward repeated appllcation of lemma 4.7. 

4.11 PrQQOsjtjoo 'Vi, 'tIm: Kmi is compact and metric. 

frQgf It Is sufficient to show that Kml Is closed since it is a subset of Si, 

which is compact and metric. We demonstrate the proposition by induction. 

=> ak e argmaxãkeAkV{ãk,sk)}' Again it Is enough to check that sin -+ si 

This implles that margAkxSk[cz,j{sln)] -+ margAkxSk[Cl)j(si)]' Let 

(ak,sk) e supp margAkXSk[cz,j{Sj») and let Be(ak.sk) be an open bal! of radius 

e > O around it io AkxSk' By weak convergence : 
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flkn tE argmaxâke Ak V(Ak.skn)· By the closedness of the maximality conditlon, 

Let ua assume the inductlon hypothesls that 'Vi , 'Vm: Kmi 16 closad. Wa shall 

show that Km+ 1,1 Is closed. This Is an argument very similar to the one 

for m 8: 1 . The closedness of this restriction will come trom the induction 

hypothesis: Kmk Is closed for ali k. 

We are now In the positlon to state and prove : 

4.12 Theorem Vi. V'm • 'Vai E Am+l.1 ,there exista SI e Kmi such that 

fmgf We shall proceed by inductlon. For m. 1 ,by the deflnition of A2i. 11 

E1j e argmaxAle AIV(Aj, ~I(aj}) [ an abuse 01 notatlon : V( . , Ili(ai) ) here simply means 

the expected value with respect to the flrst order bellef lJi(aj)}. 
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{ ~ e A( A-k x S-k) I ak e argmaxãke Ak V(At<t~) }. y 1 k is clearly non-empty 

since by the definition of A1 k ' for ak e A1 k ' there exists ~k(ak) such that 

on Ak Is J.Lk(ak). ls in Y 1 k . Moreover, Y 1 k Is upper semi-continuous by 

ís continuous, R1k is upper seml-continuous. Let GR1k be the graph of R1k' 

Then by a construction Identical to that used In lemma 4.9, there Is 

assume that the induction hypothesls Is true for every k and m-1 ~ 1. 

We need to show it is true for m ~ 2. For a; e Am+ 1 i there exists , 
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expression KOp = Sp for ali p. This is non-empty since by the induction hypothesis 

By Theorem 4.3 n~kAm-1,p:) supp margA-k[CPk(Sk)]' Moreover, by the definition 

Furthermore, by lemma 4.8, Y mk Is upper semi-continuous. Notice also that 

Rmk: Amk -+ Km-1,k by Rmk = [ClJkr10 Y mk' Rmk js upper semi-continuous. 

Again by a construction identical to lemma 4.9, there exists J.1 e .1( A-i x S-i) such 

.. 
of Rmk' Let si = í(!")ír i (;.L). By construction, ai e argmaxãleAiV(ãi.Sj> . 

~ sk E Km-1,k' Hence, Si E Kmi' 
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The final theorem of thls section demonstrates that any rationalisable 

strategic behaviour can be justlfied by be/jefs which satisfy -rationality is common 

knowledge- . 

4.13 Theorem Let ai E ()m~lAml' Then there exists Si e Si such that 

f.cgg1 Since ai e ()m~1Ami, for ali m, ai e Am+l,i' So, by Theorem 4.12, 

there exists sim e Kmi whlch ratlonalises 8t. Observe that si,m+p E Kmi for 

ali p~O. Since Kmi is compact and metrlc, we can find a convergent subsequence 

of the sequence { Si,m+p }p whlch converges to si E Km;. Moreover, Si 

rationalises 8j and it is the limlt of beliefs which satisfy successively higher orders 

of rationality. Let us show that si e Km+q,i for ali q ~ O. Flx q. Then for 

~q, si,m+p E Km+q,i· Therefore the subsequence has another subsequence 

which converges to a point in Km+q,i' However, since the original subsequence 

was convergent to si ,it must mean that si E Km+q,i for ali q ~ O. Thus 
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,J. ~,atisties ratíc<nality is common knowledge and rationalises ai' 
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5. NASH EQUIUBRIUM BEHAVIOUR 

5.1 Coordination and Nash Bahaviour 

In this saction wa consider the foundations for Nash equilibrium. We begin by 

exhibiting the result most theorists have In mind when they try to justify the use of 

Nash's noncooperatlve solutlon concept. Then, using the framework of Sactlon 30ne 

we will describa tha assumptions that underlie the Nash solution correspondence. 

We wili be dealing with two alternative manners of interpretlng the concept of 

Nash equllibrium. Th; -Hst, tha classical view, is that the players should choose a 

Nash action. The sscond, a subjective interpretation. Is that every player can be 

Bayesian ratiooal and believe that everyone elsa follow their Nash actions. Some 

Nash equilibria are such that the Nash adions are not unique best responses against 

the beliefs that the other players follow thelr Nash actions. Therefore. the subjective 

interpretatlon does not imply the classical interpretation. This point is exemplified in 

subsection 5.3. In subsections 5.1 and 5.2 we will focus on the classical interpretation 

of Nash equilibrium. In subsections 5.3 and 5.4 we will focus on the subjective 

interpretation. 

For simplicity, in this subsection, we willlook at a selection (cal! it r N) from 



the Nash solutlon correspondence. This function associates to every n-tuple of payoff 

functlons, apure strategy Nash equilibrlum. Obviously for thls purpose we are 

looking at games where pura strategy Nash equillbrla existo We cal! a function 

with these properties a Nash theory. 

The usual justificatlon for the Nash equillbrium concept is that no player has 

any Incentive to deviate from the action prescribed by the theory, 11 this player believes 

the other playara are going to fulfill their róle. This /s expressed in the classical quote 

below, taken trom Luca and Raiffa( 1957, page 173) : 

"Nonetheless, we continue to have one very strong argument for equlllbrium 

polnts ; il our non-cooperative theory is to lead to an n-tuple 01 strategy choices, and if it 

is to have the property that knowledge of the theory does not lead one to make a 

cholce differen~ trom that dictated by the theory, then the strategias Isolated by the 

theory must be equilibrium points". 

As one can see, thls justlflcation Is a slmple restatement 01 the dafinltion of a 

Nash equlllbrtum. In this subsection wa give an alternative Interpretation to Nash 

equlllbrium polnts. Tha Nash equllibria are the only n-tuples of actlons whlch are 

conslstant wlth common knowledge of tha actlons takan, as well as of ratlonality. 110ne 

takes a theory to be single-valued. then tha Nash equilibrta are the only n-tuplas of 

actions whlch are conslstent wtth common knowledge of the theory and of rationality. 



Flx a game u 6 U. The formalisation of the koowledge of a thaory by the 

players, 18 slmply the fael that the adio na this theory predids are the only actlons 

which are consldered posslble by the players. The ootatioo Is the 88me as In sectloos 

three and four. lo particular, 11 ooe wants to refer to "knowledge of a theory r', where 

ris contalned lo A :: A1 >~ t., X An ' we have : 

5.1 .1 Definltlon Glven r contained In A, a theory, we say that gla,yar I kngws a tbao~ 

[ whan Si e r 1 i = { Si e SI I ProiA_1 r :::> supp margA-t[Cl)I(Sj)]}. In other words: player 

i knows a theory when he thinks othar players are going to fulflll thele rOle In thls theory. 

5.1.2 Definltloo A theolY r I§ eomroon knowledg. In the eyes of player I If: 

Si e ()m~l r rol I where: r 111s given above, and 

The followíng theorem express thls point In formal terms: 

5.1.3 Theoram Assume that r - {(alI .... In)} • that is to say. r is a slngle-valued 



thaory. Supposa there exists I e N such that ratlonallty and the theory r are common 

knowledge in the eyes of player i. Then r is a Nash theory (that is to say: (ê1, ... ,an) is 

a Nash equllibrium of the gama: Moreover, any Nash theory, rN ' la compatlble with 

common knowledge of the theory and common knowledge of ratlonallty. 

frmú Since player i knows that player k ls rational and player k knows the theory, It 

fallows that âk Is a best response to A-k I for ali k;ti. To check that At is a best 

response to a-i, it Is enough to carry the same argument above one more layer. 

Observe that It was necessary to use only si e K21~ 31' The second part of the 

theorem is Immedlate. 

Tha result above givas one set of behavioural assumptlons whlch justifies tha 

Nash equiübrium concspt. This sat of assumptions is the maln thrust of Nash 

equilibrium. However, we leel that the theoram above also shows the weakness of the 

concept. In fad, the Nash equllibrlum Is played when the actlons whlch are golng to be 

taken are common knowledge, batore they bave baen taken. It shows the strong need 
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for coordination in obtaining Nash bahaviour. This is the rOle played by several of the 

"stories" to justify Nash aquilibrium behavlour : thay are mera coordinatfon 

rnechanisms. Famous examples of thase storias ara tha "book of Nash" anel the 

"gentlemen's club". The former is well known. The latter is slmply a ravlsed varsion of 

the former : every playar should belong to the sarne gentlemen's club, where the club's 

statute tells them how to behave in a game-theoretlc situation. As they ara gentlernen 

(and very possfbly English), they ali give thelr word of honour they wl!l follow this 

statute (Blnmore(1984)). 

The main purpose of the rest of this sectlon Is to give alternativa sets of 

behavioural assumptlons under which Nash equilibrium behaviour Is justified. 

5.2 Common Knowledge that Players May Play Nash Equllibrlum 

If one restricts the class of games to be considered, the coordination 

mechanism required to achieve a Nash equllibrium may be very reasonable. 

Bemheim(1984, sectlon 5) and Moulin(1984) give examples of ctasses of games for 

which tha set of rationalisable strategies and Nash equilibrlum stratagles coincide. For 

these restricted classes of games, common knowladge of rationality Is enough to 

ensure that a Nash equilibrium is played. An Important game that beJongs to this c1ass 
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15 the Coumot duopoly with linear demand and constant marginal costs. However, this 

class 01 games is very restrlcted. 11 one considers the oligopoly above with three firms, 

instead of two, the result Is not true anymore: there is a contlnuum of rationallsable 

actions. whlle only one Coumot-Nash equilibrium. 

5,2.1 Example (Coumot oligopoly with linear demand and constant marginal costs.) 

let there be n identical firms, each of them wlth maxlmum capacity 10. Suppose 

marginal costs are constant and equal to 1, The market inverse demand function 

is given by P(Q). max{10-Q,0}. The firms play wlth quantities In the fashlon of 

Coumot. The strategy set of tirm i is : AI = [0,1 0J t wfth generlc element qj. The payoffs 

are given by the proflt functlons nj(ql' .. "qn). P( :I:qk ).qj - qj. This game has a 

unlque Cournot-Nash solutlon: ali flrms produce the quantity ql - 9/(n+ 1). When nll:2 

the only rationalisable action for a 1irm Is the Coumot-Nash equllibrium qj = 3 = 9/3 

(see Bernheim(1984) and Moulin(1984)). For n=3 the set of rationallsable actions for 

each firm is the interval [0,9/2], that is to say, any quantity between zero and the 

monopoly levei is rationalisable. 

In this subsectlon we conslder a weakenlng of the assumption that a Nash 

~h90ry Is common knowledge. We will assume that It is cornmon knowledge that the 
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plavers maV piava Nash theory. At the same time. we maintaln the assumptlon of 

common knowledge of rationallty. Therefore. the class 01 games for whlch these two 

assumptions are a sufficient coordination mechanlsm to achieve Nash equlllbrium, is 

potentially largar than the classes of games consldered bV BemheJm and Moulin. We 

will show that this new class of games is indead largar than theirs. 

5.2,2 Oefinjtlon Glven r contaioed lo A -= A1 x H' x An ' a theory, W8 say thm player I 

koows lhat other pla)'ers ma)' pia)' the theolY r wheo: Si e rP1i. 

5,2,3 Oefiojtjoo (l<dowledge aod Common Knawledge lhat ather playera mgy play a 

Nash theory,) Givan a gama u and (A1' 'H,ao) a Nash equllibrium (In pure 

strategies) of this game, we say player í knows that other players may play It, if : 

Si e N1i = {Si E SI I a-i e supp margA_I[Cl>I(Sj)1}. In the sama way we say that It is 

common knowledge in the aves of plavar i that the Nash theory (a1' .•. ,In) may be 

played by other plavers, If SI e ()~1 Nmi ' whare : 



The neX! prop0sition shows t:-.at the class of games for whlch the cammon 

knowledge of rat!Onalii.y and the common knowledge that playars may play the Nash 

equilibrium is a sufflcient coordination meohanlsm to attain Nash behavlour, is strictly 

largar than those classes of games provlded by Bernhelm and Moulln. We do thls by 

showing that, in the Cournot ollgopoly axample seen abovs, when the number of firms 

Is three. the common knowledge of rationality. as wel/ as the common knowledge of 

the fact that the players may play their Cournot-Nash adlons, ylelds the Coumot-Nash 

outcame. 

5.2.4 PCQpos;tlon Let the game be as In example 5.2.1, with n-3. Assume that 

rationallty 15 common knowledge and that the posslbility of playing the Coumot 

aquilibrium Is also oommon knowledge. Then, the only posslble actlon taken bya 

rational firm is the Cournot-Nash equllibrium (whlch Is <ti 11: 9/4). 

Proof The requirement above is thal si E (t1~1 Kmí) tl (tlm~1 Nml) (*) and that every 

player is rational (the sets Nmi are generated aocording to deflnitlon 5.2.3, taking as 

(ã1 .... ,ãn) the triple (9/4 • 9/4 ,9/4». First polnt to notice is that due to lhe symmetry of 



the game. It Is enough to concentrate the analysis In one particular flrm. We are going 

to show that the only aetion which Is compatible with mtlonal behavlour and 

condition (*) Is 9/4. Rearrang!:rg fi) : Si ~ tlm~1 (KmitlNm+1 ,i). Thls allows us to 

reinterpret tha assumption of the theorem. For example. K1 jI'"1N21 means that not only 

playar I thlnks k is rational, but also that any action k takes may be ratlonalised by 

belíefs whleh contaln the Cournot actlons of the other players In the support. 

One can easlly see that (*) Is verlfyed If and only If : (i) I thlnks the others may play 

(9/4, 9/4); and (ii) ali actlons i thinks k may take have to be ratlonallsed by beliefs which 

comprehend the Ccurnot actions in the support, and uslng the symmetry of the game, 

every actlon in this support has to be ratlonalised by bellefs which contain the Cournot 

actions in the support. and so on. Let us study what happens in eaeh mental 

interaction described above. Let ql be an aetion whlch Is a best response to a bellef 

~ E .1{ [0,10] X [0,10] ). The first thing to notice is that ql. ]9i2, 1]. In faet, suppose 

noto One can eheck that the action 9/2 will give a higher payoff. Let us go to the 

second round (notlce : we 5till didnot use the fact that (9/4, 9/4) 1s in the support of jJ.). 

Then [O ,9/2)2 ::> SUPP[fl] , from the analysl5 abov9. In this case the response functlon 

can be computed and it is : 
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qjÜL):: (112).(9-E~(~*iqk)} 

Lat qinf and qsuP be the infimum and the supremum of the of the support after tha 

infinita recursion. By the above formula. for evary q e supp[J.1.] : 

q ~ (1/2).(9 -2qinf ) (A) • and q t! (1/2).(9 -2qsup) (B) . 

But the beliefs whiGh ,:5Upport q must contain (9/4, 9/4) in the support. Thus inequality 

(A) must be strict if q:nf -:f:. 9/4 • and inequallty (B) In case qsuP * 9/4. Suppose one 

of the strict Inequalitles above holds. let us say (A). One can take q to be Qsup In 

(A) and q to be qinf in (B), since the support is a closed set. Hence: 

qsuP < 9/2 • qinf and qinf ~ 912 - Qsup' This is a contradiction. Thus qlnf = qsuP == 

= 9/4, and the proposition follows. 

The rasult above does not generalisa. For the case of four flrms we do not 

obtain the Cournot-Nash aquilibrium as the only possible outcome: 

5.2.4 Example (Common knowledge of ratlonality and of the posslbillty of a Nash 

theory being played not enough to obtaln Nash aqulllbrium.) Consider tha sarna game 

as above, with n=4. In this case the Nash equilibrlum ,Is (9/5,9/5,9/5,9/5). We 
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show, for example. that O can be an outcome in this game. This follows from the 

observations In the proof of the propositlon above, plus the fact that : 

(i) O is the best response to a belief which assigns probability 18/23 to 

(10/3. 10/3, 10/3), and 5/23 to actions (9/5, 9/5, 9/5); 

(ii) 10/3 is the best response agalnst a belie1 whlch assigns probability 46/81 to 

(O, O, O) and 35/81 to (9/5, 9/5. 9/5); 
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From this example one sees the need to Investigate further on the 

foundations of Nash behaviour : the mere common knowledge 01 the possibility of a 

Nash theory being played does not Imply Nash behaviour, even in an example with a 

unique Nash equilibrium (with or without mixtures) whose actions have the property of 

being unique cast responses given the actions 01 the others. The next subsection wíl! 

present another sat of behavioural assumptlons which will yield Nash behaviour for 

any two- person game. The assumptions and the main result are taken trom 

Armbruster and 8Oge(1979). 

5.3 The Knowledge of the Other Players and Nash Equilibrium 

In this subsection we will focus on an alternatlve justification for the concept of 
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Nash equilibrium. We use a sublectiva Interpretation of mlxed stratagy Nash equilibria. 

In this interpratation the belief of every playar about other playars coincides with the 

mixed stratagy part of the othar players in the Nash equ!l!brlum. It is important to note 

that this does not imply that the players should play his/her part of the Nash 

equilibrlum. The example below, due to Myerson, iIIustrates the point. There are two 

players, with action spaces given by A1 = {u, d} and A2 = {l, r} . The payoff functions 

are given by: 

11 

r 

u (1,1) (1,1) 

d (1, 1) (O, O) 

In this example the Nash equilibrium (u, I) could be the only possible belief in both 

players' minds. However, the two Bayesian rational p/ayers could actually play (d, r) 

which is not a Nash equílibrium of this game. This problem arises OOcause the Nash 

actions are not unique best responses. For this reason the subjectlve interpretatlon of 

Nash equilibrium is not as compelllng as the classical interpretation. Nevertheless, 

~his subjective view sheds light In some properties of Nash equilibria, as we can see in 
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this and tha next subsectlons. To differentiata the subjective view trom the classlcal 

view, we will define the formar ~ belng a belief that the Nash equlllbrfum Is playad. 

5.3.1 Oefinjtjon Let (~1' .. " ~n) be a mixed strategy Nash equilibrium for the game u, 

whare ~I e A(Aj)' \Ve say that the o-tupla of psychologies (Sl t~) bellevas the Nash 

Tha main result of this subsection is dua to Armbrustar and BOge(1979). It 

says that for two players. if rationality Is common knowledge. and if aach player knows 

the othar playar, than they play a mlxed strategy Nash equlllbrium. 

5.3,2 Defln;tjon Given an n-tuple ($1 .... , sn) of psychologias, wa say that player i 

This definltio'1 simply says that player I thlnks that the only posslbla 

(n-1 )-tuple of psycholcgies of othar players is the actual ODe: S_I = 
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= (S1' ... , Sj-1 r Si+1 r"', Sn)' 

The followmg thaorem is a characterlsation of Nash equllibrla In two-person 

games. The first part of tha thsorem below is in Armbruster and 8Oge(1979). 

5.3.3 Ibeoram let u be a two·person game. Suppose ratlonality Is common 

knowledge, and that player 1 knows player 2 and player 2 knows player 1. Then thay 

believe a mlxed strategy Nash equilibrlum of the game u. Conversely, 11 (JJ.1' J..L2) is a 

mixed strategy Nash equllibrium of u I there are psychologies (s1' $2) such that 

rationality is common knowledge, and each player knows each other, with the property 

that (s1' s2) bellaves (J.l1' 1l2) In the sense 01 definitlon 5.3.1. 

that 'v'a1 E SUPP Jl1' a1 is a best response to J..L2' since player 2 thinks player 1 is 

to fl1' Thus (J.L1' 1l2) is a mixed strategy equllibrium of the game u. Convarsely, 

suppose (J.l1' 1l2) is a mixed strategy Nash equilibrlum of the game u. One can 
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construct the Infinita hierarehlas of beliefs (s1' s2) whleh wlll beliave (~1' ~2) by 

rationalislng In eaeh round every point In the support of one of the mixed strtagies by 

the mixed strategies of tha opponant. These infinita hlerarchias of baliafs will 

obviously satisfy tha requlraments of the thaorem. 

Unfortunately the result above is not true for games with more than two 

players. Conslder a situation with three players. Eaeh player has beliefs over the 

actions of the other players. Suppose these ballefs satlsfy the following condltlon: for 

eaeh player i, the support of tha bellefs on tha actions of player k (k~) Is contalned In 

the set of best responses of player k agalnst player k's bellefs ovar actlons of players 

who are not k. If there were only two players, the eondition above would Imply that the 

two players beliavad a mlxed strategy Nash equilibrium, according to deflnition 5.3.1. 

With three players, the situation ehanges. It is not neC9ssarlly true that thase players 

have a eommon prior. Thus, even when ali the three players know eaeh other, It Is 

possible that they do not beliave a Nash equllibrium: this beeause they may hold 

priors about the actions of others whieh are not consistent wlth a common prior. The 

next example willlllustrate thls polnt in formal terms. 

5.3.4 Example (Common Knowledge of Rationality andKnowledge of Each Other 
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Does Not lmply Nash Beliafs In Three-person Games.) There are three players. The 

pure strategy sets are: A1 • {u, d}, A2 - {a, b} and A3. {L, A}. The payoffs are given 

by the two matrices below. Tha matrix on the left corresponds to player three playlng L; 

the matrix on the right, R. 



a 

u (3,2, O) 

d (1,3,2) 

11 

UI-L 

b 

(2,4,2) 

{3,2,-4} 

Define Jllj E Ó{Aj}, for i~j I and i.j - 1,2.3, by: 

~12 = (1/2 a, 1/2 b), Jl13 = (1/2 L, 1/2 R); 

~1 = (1/3 U, 2/3 d), Jl23 = (1/3 L, 2/3 R); 

Jl31 • (2/3 U, 1/3 d), J.l.32 = (2/3 a, 1/3 b). 

Then, we have: 

A 1 I: set of best responses to Jl12 ® J,113 = v 1 ; 

A2:= set of best responses to Jl21 ® Jl23· v2 ; 

a 

U (4,-3, 1) 

d (O, 1,·3) 

11 

lU-R 

b 

(0,-1. O) 

(5, O. 6) 
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A3 - set of best responses to tJ.32 ® J.131- v3 . 

We now construct three infinita hierarchies of beliefs (s1. s2. S3) such that for every I : 

margAjXAk[CPi(SI)) • tJ.lj ® ~ik for j.k~. wlth~. These hlerarchles of bellefs will be 

such that ratlonality is common knowledge and for ali 1 : 

supp margSjXSk[<%>j(Sj)] I: {(Sj. sk)} for j~k. and j.k~ (thls means that each player knows 

the other two players). The constructlon Is slmultaneous. The first order bellefs. s11. 

S12. s13 are glven by v1' v2' v3 • respectlvely. The hlgher order bellefs wlll be ali 

constructed In the sarne fashlon as the second order bellefs. For example. 

S21 E â(A2xA3xS12xS13) Is glven by : s21 • s11® &{(s12' s13)} • where &{ .} Is the 

probabllity measure which puts mass 1 on the set {.}. The hlerarchles of bellefs thus 

built are clearly consistent and satlsfy the propertles requlred above. However. 

J.121 :I- tJ.31 ' tJ.12 ~ tJ.32' tJ.13 * J.123· Therefore the trlple (S1' s2' 53) does not believa 

a mlxed strategy Nash equlllbrium. 

Thls subsection presented a very Intultlve set of behavJoural assumptions 
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under whlch Nash equillbrlum Is played In a two-person game. Thls same set of 

assumptions Is not sufficient to ganerate Nash ballef In a thraa-person gama (and, 

therefore, n-player, n>2). The next subsectlon wlll provlde sufficient condltions for 

Nash equllibrfum whlch are a generallsatlon of tha condltlons of Theorem 5.3.3 and of 

Theorem 5.1.3 for two-person gamas. Also. a set of sufflclent conditions for Nash 

behavlour is provided for n-person strictly concave games which generallseTheorem 

5.1.3 when applled to strfctly concave games. 

5.4 The Exchangeabillty Hypothesis and Nash Equlllbrlum 

In thls subsectlon we generallse Theorem 5.3.3 and Theorem 5.1.3 (In the 

case of two-person games or strlctly concave games). There Is an assumptlon about 

psychologles whlch Is crucial for these generallsations. Thls Is the exchangaablllty 

hypothesls. Formally, we have: 

5.4.1 QeflnlUoo The Exchangeablllty Hypothesls. We say that the exchangeabllity 

condltion holds for player I If sI E E1 i -= { sI e Si I 'Vk~: supp margAkxSk[~I(si)] • 

= CkxDk for some Ck contalned in Ak. and Dk In Sk}' We say It Is common 



knowledge in the eyes of agent i when Si E nm~1 Emi ' where : 

In words : the exchangeabllity hypothesis means that if an action by player k, 

8$(, is considered possible by player i, then he also considers it possible when player 

k is of any of the types sk he believes player k can be. This is certainly a very strong 

hypothesis, but it is weaker than requiring that the beliefs of player i about actions of 

other players and types (or psychologies) of other players are independently 

distributed. 

The first result that we provide generalises Theorem 5.3.3 and Theorem 5.1.3 

for the case of only two players. An additional assumption about beliefs is needed. 

This assumption says that each player considers possible that the infinite hierarchy of 

beliefs of the other player is what it really is. That is to say, the players are not totally 

wrong about each other: 

5.4.2 Definjtjon An n-tuple of players' psychologies (s1, ... ,sn) is said to satisfy ~ 

cons;stençy when for ali i , it happens that S-i E supp margS-i[<I>i(si)) . 



With these two hypotheses we have, then: 

5.4,3 Theorem Let u be a two-person game. Suppose (s1. s2) are such that : 

(i) Si e K1 jnE1 i • for i I: 1.2 ; and (i1) (s1 • s2) are directly conslstent. Then (s1. s2) 

believes a Nash equilibrium, Conversely. any Nash equilibrium can be believed by 

psychologies which obey (i) and (ii). 

EmQ1 Let a2 e supp margA2[~1 (s1 )]. By S1 E K11 nE11 • 82 is a best response 
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against any belief in supp margS2[cz" (s1)l. In particular, by direct consistency, a2 is a 

best response to betief s2' So that 82 is best response to margA2[q,1 (s1 »). In the 

Hence. (s1. s2) plays the mixed strategy Nash equilibrium (Jl1' 1l2). The converse 

follows from the converse of Theorem 5.3.3. 

We can also generalise Theorem 5.1 .3 when applied for strictly concave 
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games. lhis involves the exchangeability hypothesis, as well as a plausible 

assumption: the assumption that each player thinks that the other players may think 

that a Nash equil1brium is being played. 

5.4.4 Theorem Let Si E 1<1 i''1E2i' Suppose u is a game where (ã1' ... ,ãn) is a Nash 

equilibrium such that every action ãj is the unique best response against ã.j (in 

particular any strictly concave game will do). Assume that Si is an elernent of the set 

{ Si E Si I 'v'koti: there exists Sk E supp rnargSk[<l>i(Sj)] , such that 

margA_k[<l>k(Sk)) = õ{ã-k}' lhen, if player i is rational, he will choose ãi ' the Nash 

action. Notice that uniqueness of Nash equi/ibiria is not required. Conversely, any 

Nash equilibrium with the properties above may be played by hierarchies of beliefs 

with the properties above. 

Proof Since there exists Sk E supp margSk[<l>j(sj)l, such that rnargA-k[<l>k(sk)] = õ{ã-k}' 

and since ãk js unique best response to ã..k' then supp margAk[<I>i(si)J = { ãk} by 

K1 i and E2i' But player i is rational,and again, ãi is unique best response to â.i ' so 

that player i chooses ãj. The converse of the theorern is a direct consequence of the 
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converse of Theor8m 5.1.3. 

It is interesting to notice that there are several instances where Nash 

equilibria are believed (in the sense of definition 5.3.1) in which the exchangeability 

hypothesis is necessary. To see that, suppose (s1 ..... sn) are psychologies of an 

n-person game u. Assume that (1l1 •...• Iln) is a mixed strategy Nash equilibrium of 

the game u. and that (s1' .... sn) believes (1l1' ... ,Iln) in the sense 01 definition 5.3.1, 

that is to say: for ali i margA_I[cI>j(si)] = ®k;ti!lk' Two hypotheses will imp/y the 

necessity of exchangeability. The 1irst hypothesis assumes that every tk E Supp 

margsk[cI>j(Sj)] is such tnat tk thinks the Nash equilibrium (1l1' ... ,Iln) is believed. This 

hypothesis requires very little justification : it is very unlike Nash equilibrium to suppose 

it is being played without supposing other people think so also. To contradict it would 

be the same as saying that the players got to the Nash point by mere coincidence. 

which sounds extreme/y odd. The other assumption is less intuitive. It is a principie of 

a priori ignorance. Given that a belief tk is considered possible by player i. any ak 
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which is a best response to tk must be considered possible of being played by tk 1 in 

the eyes of player i. Notice that we do not require player i to consider ali best 

responses equally Iikely. We only need player i to consider that ali actions which are 

best responses for tk are possíble of being played by tk' We conclude thls sectlon by 

stating the "necessity" of the exchangeabifity hypothesis: 

5.4.5 Theorem Suppose (s1' ,,,,Sn) is such that they believe the mixed strategy Nash 

equilibrium (J.!1' .. ·,J.!n)· Assume that tha players think that othar players think this Nash 

equilibrium is believed. Finally, suppose that the Ignorance principie holds, lhat is to 

then (ak1tk) E supp margAkXSk[Cl>i(Si))' Then: Vi: si E E1 i . 

frQQ1 Immediate. 

5.5 Correlated Equilibrium - A Rasult by Aumann 
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Aumann(1985) studies the concept of correlated equilibrium in the same way 

we analyse rationafisable strategic behaviour. It is possible to provide quite thorough 

foundations for correlated equilibrium behaviour. In order to do this, the framework of 

section three has to be modified to include player i's actions in his/her own beliefs. 

Thisis necessary because correlated equilibrium assumes cooperative-like behaviour : 

although player i is a selfish maximiser, she/he knows that everyone correlates 

decisions. One can prove theorems for correlated equilibrium which are exact 

analogues of Theorems 4.5 and 4.13. For this one has to add the hypothesls that there 

is a common prior on the actions of everyone, and this prior is common knowledge. 

The result proved In Aumann(1985) Is the following analogue to Theorem 4.5: 

"if rationallty as well as a common prior is common knowledge, then the players play a 

correlated equllibrium". In the same way as we proved a converse of Theorem 4.5 

(that is to say, Theorem 4.13), we can prove a theorem which is the converse of 

Aumann's: "any correlated equilibrium can be played by players for whom rationality is 

common knowledge and a common prior is common knowledge". These two theorems 

give a set of behavioural assumptions under which correlated equilibria are justified. 

Every Nash equillbrium is a correJated equilibrium where the common prior is 

independent across players. Thus, using the results above, one can give an 

alternative foundation for Nash equilibria. It is enough to assume that rationality as 



well as an Independent common prior are common knowledge. In other words, In 

. additlon to assuming that a common prior Is common knowledge, one must also 

assume that It is common know/edge that the agents act lndependantly. 

5.6 Concluslon 

Thls essay dealt wlth the foundations 01 noncooperatlve solution concepts In 

simultaneous games. It is emphaslsed that the knowledge and common knowledge of 

certa!n characteristics of the players plays a central rOle In the choice of the solution 

concept. Suppose that there are n players. One says that a statement is common 

knowledge if everyone knows it, everyone knows everyone knows It, ... , averyona 

knows (everyone knows)m-1 It, and SO on, for ali m. Two ways of formallslng tha notlo~ 

of common knowledge have been consldered. One is glven by Aumann(1976), and 

the other one Is based on the Idea 01 an Inflnlte hierarchy of betie1s (Armbruster and 

8Oge(1979), BOge and Elsela(1979), Mertens and Zamlr(1985)). Aumann definas the 

notlon of an event being common knowledge; however, the deflnltlon raqulres that we 

understand what It means for the structure 01 the uncertainty In a game to be common 

knowledge. In other words, a serious shortcoming 01 Aumann's formallsation Is that it 

is seI1-re1erentiaJ. In sectlon two we began by observlng that the second definltion of 
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common knowledge overcomes thls dlfflculty; that Is, the second deflnltlon of common 

knowledge Is not seJf-referentlal. When one assumes that the structure of uncertalnty . 
.. 

18 common knowledge In the sense of that deflnltlon, an event Is common knowledgé 

In the se". of Aumann If and only If It la common knowledge in the sense of the 

IICOnd deftnltlon. Thus, Aumann's deflnltlon can be embedded In the more general 

framework. 

Sectlon three began wfth a dlscusslon of games and solutIon concepts. 

Bemhelm(1984) and Pearce(1984) show that common knowledge of rationallty Is not 

enough to Justlfy Nash behaviour. They Introduced a noncooperatlve 80lutlon concept 

whlch 18 dlrived from the hypothesls that Bayealan ratlonallty la common knowledge. 

They call thelr aolutlon concept ratlonaJlsable strateglc behavlour •. The polnt I wlsh to 

emphaslu la that Bemhelm and Pearce derlved thelr solutlon concept for games from 

assumptlons about the behaviour of the players. One can quite generally approach 

the analY81s of solutlon concepta in the same manner. Whlch are the Impllclt 

behavloural assumptlons behlnd a glven solutlon concept? From a Bayeslan polnt of 

vlew. the Qeclslon of each player In a game Is determlned by thls player's bellefs about. 

the actloM of other players. But. If, In their turn, other players' bellefs about other 

players' actlons affect thelr actlons, then It must be that the ballefs one player has 

about the bellefa of other playel"l also affect the dedslon of thls player in the game. 11 
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we carry this argumant furthar. we sea that the action taken by a player is determined 

by his infinite hierarchy of beliefs about actions of othar playars, beliefs about baliefs 

about othar players' actlons. and 50 on. The space of these infinite hierarchles of 

belíefs is the appropriate space for the study of behavioural assumptions about the 

players. Section three deals wlth this matter in datai'. and poses formally the 

relationship between solution concepts and behavioural assumptions implicit in tham. 

As an iIIustration of this formalism, section four, taken from Tan and 

Werlang(1984). discussed the solution concept given by rationallsable strategic 

behaviour2. The main behavioural assumption to be consldared ls that of common 

knowledge of Bayesian ratlonallty. Bemheim(1984) and Paarce(1984) argua that 

common knowladge of Bayesian rationality implies the choice of a rationalisable 

action. They also argue the converse: any rationallsable action can be chosen by 

players for whom Bayesian ratlonality is common knowladge. Although the proof of 

this new rasult corresponds directly to the intuition whan the action spaces of the 

playars Is finita. some subtla measurabillty lssues arise for infinite action spaces. 

The fi1th section dealt with Nash equilibrium behaviour. It started by formalJy 

stating a justification for Nash behaviour which is closely related to the classlcal one. 

Not only rationality should be taken as common knowledge, but also the actions to be 

chosan. This allows one to see how strongly coordinated the players have to be. 
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When one relaxes thls hypothesis sllgthly, everything breaks down. Another 

behavioural assumption Is studied: that each playar "knows" the other players. When 

the game has two players, Armbruster and BOge{1979} proved that this yields Nash 

aquilibrium beliefs. We give an example that this is nof enough for Nash equilibrium 

beliefs in tha case of three (and consequently more than two) players. Then, we 

provide theorems that generalise the results whlch justify Nash behaviour. Finally. we 

point out how our analysis can be modlfled $O that we can derive foundations for 

anothor equillbrtum concept : correfated equillbrium. This is a resuft obtained by 

Aumann(1985). 

I hope that the method proposed In the thesis proves usefulln declding 

among the several noncooperatlve equillbrium concepts suggested in the litaratura. 



FOOTNOTES 

1. The relat/on with the recent results 01 Brandenburger and DekeJ(1985b) is 

discussed in subsection 2.5. 

2. We use a slightly modified version of Bemheim and Pearce's definltion of 

rationallsable action. See saction tour, second paragraph. 
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3. The approach I am golng to take hera does not requlre the existence of a prior P on 

the space Q (or of d/fterent priors p1 •...• pn for each of the agents). One could require 

the existence of such prlors. In this case defin/tions 2.4.1 and 2.4.2 would be dlfterent. 

See footnote number 6. 

4. There are dlfterences between the words believe and know. For example. it 

is possible to believe true somethlng which is falsa, but It Is not possible to know 

something which Is 1alse. For thls see Hlntikka(1962) and Fagln, Halpern and 

Vardi(1984). These differences are, however irrelevant in our case: we assume 

agent i behaves according to things he balieves true, belng It or not falsa. Thus 



knowledge and beHei ara the same concept in thesa probablllstlc models. 

5. This definition was formally stated in Tan and Werlang(1985a,1985b). It was 

given in Armbruster and BOge(1979), BOge and Eisele(1979) and Mertens 
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and Zamlr(1985). In a recent papar, Brandanburgar and Dakal(1985b), a daflnition of 

common knowledge of an event is provided which is equivalent to deflnition 2.3.3. 

6. If priors p1, ... ,pn are included In the specification of the model, the main theorem 

remalns valld, as long as n Is finita and pi({co}) > O for ali I and co. In this case, the 

definitlons 2.4.1 and 2.4.2 have to be changed to Include these prfors. There are two 

ways of defining the common knowledge of the Informatlon partitions together with the 

priors. One takes an ax-post view of the occurrence of the state of the world. The other 

an ex-ante view. Theyare: 

(I) The ex-post definitions : 

a. In 2.4.1, P 1 i should ba read as 

P1 i = { siE Si I Vk~ : (co.Sk) E suppmargnxSk[C1)j(SI)] => 

=> 'v'X E 1: , margn[C1)k(sk)](X) = pk( X I TIk )(co) }. 



b. In 2.4.2 , c.o occured in the eyes of agent i when 

V'X E 1:. , margn[q,j(si)](X) = pi( X I ni )(c.o). 

(ii) The ex-ante definitions 

a. In this case, instead of the P 1 i in definition 2.4.1 , one should have : 

P1 i = { SjE Si I V'k~ : Sk E supp margSk[q,j(si)] ~ 

=> 'Q'X E 1: , margn[~k(sk)J(X) = J pk( X I nk )(ro') d margn[~(si)](c.o') } . 

b. Definition 2.4.2 would be the same as (i)b. 

The intuition behind the first dafinition Is clear. The intuition behind the second 

definition is also simple. It says that agent i is aware that nk is the Information 
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sub-a-algebra of agent k, but since the real state of the world is unknown to agent i , 

the best he can do is impute to agent k the welghted average of the conditional 

probabilities - the weights coming from I's prior on the state of nature. When n is 

infinita, several additional assumptions are needed on the topology of 0, and on the 

sub-a-algebras. A method following closely that of Brandenburger and Dekel(1985a), 

ar Nielsen(1984) is necessary. 
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7. Binmore in two dellghtful recent papers, Binmore(1984,1985), discusses issues 

which are very related to the ones in here. See also Reny(1985) and Basu(1985). 

8. If there are only two players, the requirement that one player may believe the others 

are correlating ;s irrelevant. However, in the case of n~3 players, if correlation of the 

strategies of the other players is not a"owed, it is not the case that a strategy which is 

never a best response is a strictly dominated strategy. The example which follows 

(taken from Pearce(1982» proves that this is so: there are three players, the first of 

whom has pure strategies al' a2 and a3. Players two and three each play H or T. 

Only the payofts to player one matter here. They are the payofts shown below: 

HH HT TH TI 

a1 6 6 6 6 

10 

O 

10 10 O 

10 10 10 

In this game, if players two and three cannot correlate their choices, there is no belief 

over two's and three's strategies for which a1 is a best response. However, one can 
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easily see that a1 is not a dominated adion. 
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MOS DE BOULDING E DE WILD - ClovIs de Faro - 1983 -

37. MODELO DE EQUAÇOES SIMULTANEAS - Fernando de Holanda Barbosa - 1983 

38. A EFICIENCIA MARGINAL 00 CAPITAL COMO CklTrRID DE AVAlIAÇ~ ECONOHICA DE PRO 
JETOS DE INVESTIMENTO - Clovis de Faro· 1983 (ESGOTADO) 

39. SALARIO REAL E INFLAÇ~O (TEORIA E ILUSTlAÇAO EMPTRICA) - Raul José Ekerman 
- 1984 

40. TAXAS DE JUROS EFETIVAMENTE PAGAS POR TOMADORES DE EMPRrSTIMOS JUNTO A B~ 
tOS COMERCIAIS - Clovis de Faro - 1984 

41. REGULAMENTAÇ~O E DECISÕES DE CAPITAL EM BANCOS COMEkCaAIS: REVIS~ DA LaTI 
RATURA E UM ENFOQUE PARA o BRASIL - Urlel de Magalhães - 1984 

42. INDEXAÇAo E AMBIENCIA GERAL DE NEGOCIOS - Antonio Maria da Silveira - 1984 

430 ENSAIOS SOBRE INFLAÇ~O E INOEXAÇAO - Fernando de Holanda Barbosa - 1984 
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't4o SOBRE O NOVO PLANO DO BNH: "SIMC"*- Clovis de Faro - 1984 

450 sU8sToIOS CREDITrCIOS A EXPORTAÇ~O - Gregório F.l. Stukart - 1984 

460 PROCESSO DE DESINFlAÇAO - Antonio C. Porto Gonçalves - 1984 

470 INDEXAÇ~O E REAlIMENTAÇ~O INFLACIONARIA - Fernando de Holanda Barbosa - 1984 

48. SAlARIOS MtOIOS E SALARIOS INDIVIDUAIS NO SETOR INDUSTRIAL: UM ESTUDO DE DI 
FERENCIAÇ~O SALARIAL ENTRE FIRMAS E ENTRE INDIVTnuos - Raul José Ekerman e 
Urlel de Magalhães - 1984 

49 o THE DEVElOP I NG-COUNTRY DEBT PROBlEM - tia ri o Hen r I que S r monsen - 19134 

50. JOGOS DE INFORMAÇ~O INCOMPLETA: UMA INTRODUÇÃO - Sérgio Ribeiro da Costa 
Werlang - 1984 

51. A TEORIA MONETARIA MODERNA E O EQu:LfSRIO GERAL WALRP.:;IJ\NO COM UH NOMERO 
INFINITO OE BENS - Ao Araujo - 1984 

52. A INDETERMINAÇ~O DE MORGENSTERN - Antonio Maria da Silveira - 1984 

53. O PROBLEMA DE CRED I B I L I DACE EM POL TTI C.A ECONOM I CA - Rubens Penha Cysne -
·1984 

54. UMA ANAL I SE ESTATTsT I CA DAS CAUSAS DA EM I ssAo DO CHEQUE SE~; FUNDOS: FORMU
LAÇ1\O DE UM PROJETO PILOTO - Fernando de Holanda Barbosa, Clovis de Faro e 
Alofslo Pessoa de Araujo - 1984 

55. POLTTICA MACROECONOMICA NO BRASIL: 1964-66 - Rubens Penha Cysne - 1985 

56. EVOLUÇÃO DOS PLANOS BAsICOS DE FINANCIAMENTO PARA AQUISIÇ1\O DE CASA PROPRIA 
DO BANCO NACIONAL DE HABITAÇ~O: 1964 - 1984. - Clovis de Faro - 1983 

57. MOEDA INDEXADA - Rubens p, Cysne - 1985 

58. INFLAÇ~O E SAlARIO REAL: A EXPERI[NCIA BRASILEIRA - Rlul José Ekerman - 1985 
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59. O ENFOQUE MONETARIO DO BALANÇO DE PAGAMENTOS: UM RETROSPECTO - Valdir Ramalho 
de Melo - 1985 

60. MOEDA E PREÇOS RELATIVOS: EVIDtNCIA EMPfRICA - Antonio Salazar P. Brandão _ 1985 

61. INTERPRETAÇ~O ECONOMICA, INFLAÇ~O E INDEXAÇ~O - Antonio Maria da Silveira ~ 1985 

62~ MACROECONOMIA - CAPITULO I - O SISTEMA MONETARIO - Mario Henrique Simonsen 
e Rubens Penha Cysne - 1985 

63. MACROECONOMIA - CAPTTUlO II - O BALANÇO DE PAGAMENTOS _ 
Simonsen e Rubens Penha Cysne - 1985 Mar i o Henr i que 

64. MACROECONOMIA - CAPTTULO II I - AS CONTAS NACIONAIS - Mario Henrique Simonsen 
e Rubens Penha Cysne - '985 

65. A DEMANDA POR DIVIDENDOS: UMA JUSTIFICATIVA TEORICA - Tommy Chin-Chiu Tan e 
Sergio Ribeiro da Costa WerJang - 1985 

66. BREVE RETROSPECTO DA ECONOMIA BRASILEIRA ENTRE 1979 e 198~ - Rubens Penha 
Cysne - 1985 

67. CONTRATOS SALARIAIS JUSTAPOSTOS E POLrTICA ANTI-INFLACIONARIA _ Mario Henrique 
Si monsen - 1985 

68. INFlAÇAO E POlfTleAS DE RENDAS - Fernando de Holanda Barbosa e Clovis de 

Faro - 1985 

69 BRAZIL INTERNATIONAL TRADE AND ECONOMIC GROWTH - Mario Henrique 
Simonsen - 1986 

70. CAPITALIZAÇÃO CONTfNUA: APLICAÇÕES - Clovis de Faro 1986 

71. A ~~TIONAL EXPECTATIONS PARADOX - Mario Henrique Simonsen - 1986 

72. Ã BUSINESS CYCLE STUDY FOR THE U.S. FORM 1889 TO 1982 - Carlos Ivan Simonsen 
Leal - 1986 



73. DINAMitA MACROECONOMICA - EXERCrCIOS RESOLVIDOS E PROPOSTOS - Rubens Penha 

Cysne - 1986 

74. COMMON KNOWLEDGE ANO GAME THEORY - Sergio Ribeiro da Costa Wer1ang - 1~86 
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